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Sheriff denies
beating inmate
• TUSKEGEE, Ala. — Black Macon
County Sheriff Lucius Amerson said he
and his chief deputy are innocent of
violating the civil rights of a black prisoner at the county jail last' August.
."I am confident we will be vindicated when this matter is brought to
trial because we are innocent of these
charges," said Amersotr who became
Alabama's first black- sheriff since reconstruction in 1966. He was re-elected
in 1970.
Amerson
and
Chief
Deputy
Richard Coleman Jr. were arrested last
we'ek by federal authorities on charges
of beating Wilbert Dan Harris of Tuskegee. The indictments were returned by
a federal grand jury in Montgomery
last week.
Amerson charged the indictments
grew out of efforts "by a band of willful men who are obsessed with the idea
that black people must not hold public
office in this country.
"Their effort is but the latest in a
series ,of harassment plots and power
political plays too numerous to catalogue,
hut all designed to the end that a black
man should not be ,sheriff," he said.
Amerson declined to elaborate on
the statement when asked if he was
charging that whites in the predominantly black county were responsible for the

LUCIUS AMERSON
charges and the other "efforts" he mentioned.
The two officers are accused in a
two-count indictment of inflicting summary punishment on Harris, also black,
last Aug. 22 after a gunfight at the Macon County jail in Tuskegee.
Harris, was charged with four

Union Protective claims
firm bilked of $122,000
A suit charging 17 persons, including a fOrmer president and treasurer,
and 2 firms with defrauding the Union
Protective Life Insurance Co. of some
$122,000, has been filed by the company
in Chancery Court here.
The fraud purportedly took place
over an 11-year period.
According to Harry Whalum, one of
those named in the suit and lormer
president, he was taken completely by
surprise and knew nothing of the court
action until he received a summons early last week. He did say, however, that
he had read something about it in the
paper. He did not elaborate.
Others named in the suit are Onzie
Horne, Sr., Mrs. Onzie Horne Sr., Mrs.
Mildred P. Horne, Lewis H. T w i g go,
Thaddeus H. Horne, Onzie Horne Jr.,

See Page 4
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black
belt
Mississ.
Nr. m

ea
Wain;. con:iildren
J
lived •in a tiny lionse near the
tinue to dig through the rubble ofshare- Belgrade Lumber company, where he
cropper shacks across the flat Missis- worked. The tornado that swept through
this Mississippi Delta community Sun.
sippi delta cotton country for more dead
day wiped out house and the lumber
in the deep South's deadliest outbreak
of tornadoes in nearly three decades.
yard.
.
.
•
.
The confirmed toll from last SunAs he huddled in the s,!hoie g i.. ip„
day's storm was 63 dead — 57 in Mis- nasium where 1112 and his himily were
sissippi and 6 in Louisiana. Several per
taken after the twister had turned a re. sons were missing, and hundreds of per'
See Page 4
sons were injured.
.
The toll was the worst inflicted by
tornadoes in the deep South s i n e e a
series of twisters killed 75 persons in
central . and northeast Mississippi on
March 16, 1942.
Dozens of communities in the Delta,
Jesse Epps, former Memphis labor'
a fertile plain stretching aking the Mississippi River frWin Vicksburg to Mem- leader, may very well become one of the
phis, called the national weather serv- -city's new .palitical leaders.
During a meeting at which some 500
ice in Jackson with tornado reports.
The little cotton-and-soybe,an towns of Epps supporters chipped in to save
of Inverness, Cary, Delta City, and Little his house, the articulate Epps said he
Yazoo were wrecked. At inverness, would run for Mayor of Memphis. The
whore II died. two water towers remain- response from the crowd was phenomenal.
ed upright among debris that had been
Epps, who has been attacking t h e
the town's business district.
In Cary, Miss., Charles Conner lost Memphis press for its handling of news
his job, his house and his car Sunday. articles written about him and his IiBut he considers himself lucky. He and
nancial dealings in Mississippi, said local newspapers haat convicted him withhis family are alive,
out
a trial.
Conner, with his wife and their six

Mrs. Gussie Young. Mrs. Eugenia Norfleet, 'Mrs. Natalie S. Hirsch, Se I m o
Joaes and wife, Barbara Thomas, Mrs.
Emma Fitzgerald, Mrs. Carol Townsend,
Mrs. Henryene Mayes, and T. H. Hayes.
The firms named are Fidelity a n d
Deposit Company Inc. of Maryland and
Van Court Rental Agency Inc..
Horne Sr. former treasurer of Union
Protective, has been accused of allegedly fraudulently obtaining loans from the
company by inducing his associates and
his wife to purchase property in their
own names with loans from the firm.
The suit said that the tines to t h e
properties 0 ere later ransferred .to
Horne.
According iii Erich W. Merrill, attorney for the insurance company, this is
in violation of the Tennessee Code.

A suit which was disnlissed last
Year in federal court against Dr. H.
Ralph Jackson, charging the African.
Me.thodi,a Episcopal minister with misL
use of "up to at I e a s t $600,000" m
church funds has been refiled in Chaneery Court.
.
The suit was filed in behalf of three
AME ministers who cllaimed that "Jack-

"Jesse Epps Day" which had been
in the planning stage for several weeks,
was dedicated to saving Epps' h o u s e
frb mbeing auctioned off. The house is
valued at $18,000.
The Rev. FL Ralph Jackson, director of the African Methodist Episcopal
Church's Minimum Salary dent and who
also has his problems asked that the
Congregation donate $4,000. And t h e y .
did.
,
Epps has been having troubles since
his dismissal as leader of the Local 1733
of the American Federation of St a t e
County and Municipal Employes 1 a s t

dead as a Tuesday. Fifty-seven of them were in
Mississippi and six were in Louisiana.

POOR COPY

He further explained that the insurance hooks were audited by State Insurance dept every three years and when
the auditors tenant everything clear, he
did not deem it necessary to ask Horne
"are you sure you did not misappropriate any of the funds."
Merrill said, the -change in managethent in 1970 and as the outcome of
this certain discoveries were made."
See Page 4

Top medal
to black

again .over:$600,000
son has been guilty of aro,. and willful'
,
negligence and misconduct in handling
affairs of trust in the chin M's Minimum
Sialary dept."
- .
The pl.iintiffs have twilit iden;;;;eil as
the Revs. E. Woody It II SAM DilViS,
A.J. Redd'ck. Both II a ll a nil Day is h.ive
been defeated for positions for which
Jackson ran or led a campaign' in be-

Epps to run ,for mayor

Rescue workers remove dead from a truck after
a tornado .struck Inverness, Miss.,s in the mid
delta last Sunday. Some 63 persons were counted

Merrill said the Code states: "No director or other officer of any domestic
insurance company organized under the
laws of Tennessee and no member of a
committee having any authority in the
investment or disposition of its funds,
shall . . . be pecuniarily interested in
any purchase, sale or loan, either as
borrower, principal, agent or beneficiarv
Whalum said he' ahd Twigg h a v e
been charged with failure to adequately supervise Horne.
"I feel that this is a chance for the
plaintiffs to try to destroy the image
that the Whalums have built up," said
Whaluni.
Whalum resigned as president of the
company- after serving from Feb. 9, 1968
to March 16, 1970,

May.
Bad check cliaraes against a: n P s
were dropped by Hancock County in
Mississippi because, officials said t h e
warrant for his arrest was signed in the
wrong county.
.
Epps denied the charges that he had
issued $20,000 in fraudulent checks to Dr.
J.O. Tate, a Gulfport dentist, landovvnem and sponsor of a housing project in
Pass Christian for which Epps is the primary developer. T a t e c 1 a i m e d the
checks were given him by Epps to underwrite some money that he had placed in the housing'project earlier.

hall ot somoone else.
.
Chames against Dr. .Iackson involve
loans which have been claimed to have
l'iltered ihroozh the' Minimum Salary
do o; . ,7' Jailssiiii'-; own use, tha' of his
\1,1, 'I,' rfimmunity liesolt Against Suli1:iiioara Hotking. and possibly other inft IV idlia IS.
Named il‘i co-delendants with Dr
Patterson, Loyee Patrick and the Rev
Patterson, 1.0yge Patrice and
Mit Blackburn, pastor of the Clayborn
Temple .AME church.
Accorilina to Dr. Jackson. the co
leielains have been named bet•ause di,
;ire the orieinal incorporators.
Dr. Jack-on said "There is a p..a.;.i•
-druagle going on within the church. On
the one side is a groin) tulip.; to kill ;no
or persecute me and on 1 he aher sick, I
ant trying to defend myself."
He also said that he has heen iii'
fore every authorized board of the AMP:
church .and "they have heard me and
have approved MN' work and adininistration. I have not done anything wrong."
He added." "The three p e r so n s
(plaintiffs) seem to be asking for an audit other than what the board has at'proved."

Last Sunday Clayborne Temple held a Jesse
Epps Day in which the Congregation raised

WASHINGTON — A black Army
sergeant first class was among
12 U. S. servicemen to receive the
Nation's highest award, the Medll were killed in
al of
Vietnam. President Nixon made
the presentation in special White
House ceremonies to SF(' William
M. Bryant, Fayetteville, N. C.
Bryant was killed after directing
fire for 34 hours in March, 1969.
He charged an enemy position
enemy position and killed three
of its defenders.
-.Honr

more than $4,000 to save Epps' $18,000 Home from
the auctioneer's block.

'Playground' wins Ohio State Broadcasting Award
excellence in educational,
—The Playground:' a muinformational a n d public
sic series for primary stuaffairs broadcasting,'' are
dents produced by WKNOthe oldest series of broadTV has woo an Ohio State
casting awards in the naBroadcasting Award it was
announced today in Colinn-- tim and one of the few cornpetitlions o p en to both
bus, Ohio and in Memphis.
commercial and non-comThe Memphis annnouncemercial broadcasters. The
ment was made by Wilpresentation
awards
1971
Pol lard, chairman
liam
is the 35th annual sponsored
of the board of the Memphis Community Television
Foundation which operates
the community-owned station.

by the Institute of Education by Radio-TeleVision at
Ohio State.
The Playground which features Rosanna J. Quinn
as teacher- hostess is
produced and directed by Jo
Lofton Potter. The series,
a departure from traditional methods of teaching
music, relies to some ex.

tent on t h e Orff-Kodaly
theories of relating musical sounds arid body rhythms c,d movements but
creation
is the original
of Miss Quinn and Mrs.
Potter.
The series has been so
music
well received by
educators f r o ni ni a n y
parts of the country that it

is airing this year, not
only through out most
of Tennessee, but on edunetcational telev ision
works in New Hampshire
and Central Michigan.
Kohlmeyer,
Mary
Mrs.
director of in structional
television for Channel 10,
accepted the award for
the station in • limo today.

Continued growth seen for South Central Bell

V.illiam Pollard, right, chairman of the
Memphis Community Television Foundation, congratulates Mrs. Jo Lofton Potter,
left and Rosanna J. Quinn, MI the recent

Need
fres:, ide,
Inc
plants and lowers? 'I rd nt
that untrim figure: Interested in bridae„,sewing, needle
crafts,
Classes in these subjects
and others a- ill 5cui 00
March 2, at the Sa'1 13 r:1.\\11
Branch YWCA. lacated at
1044 :Mississippi eis (:
Bridge. xercio!., Seeing.
needlecraft ailfi basic gar-

"The Playground" wen
one of 29 awards given
for outstanding television
and films. There were 3:18
entries in these categories.
A total of 52 broadcasting
awards were made from a
field of 578 entries.
The music series w a s
cited for -Maximum learning . . . through effective
structuring, r e i nforeement
by skillful repetition, and
proper pacing. An imaginative teacher demonstrates that learning musical theory -on a y be an enand
gaging
pleasurable
very
experience for the
young child."
The Ohio State Awards -.for

he
Ohio State University Award which
Playground." won. Rosanna Quinn is music
teacher for the series. Mrs. Potter is producer-director. (Photo by Bob Taylor)

dening wilt be held on Tuesdays, hat making and exercise classes on Thursdays.
Specialized dance classes
far girls also on Tuesday
evenings.
Cal: the YWCA ,a48-049.1 for
re,aistration information.
You may a:so s' ant to min
other member,: his summer
a, they purvey thry,
Florida mid cruise tne

Nassae and
Freeport.
Youthi collie as they are
at the "Y" for Leadership
Seminar — every Monday
at 430 p.m.. club activities
on Wednesdays and Thurs-

days. 4 p.m Activities such
as sewing, arts, dancing.
dramatics and discussions on
their c on corns. Barbara
Neal. the branch execative,
still has some openings left
in the Youth Program

McCrary added, "that
The year ''1971 will be
consumer prices in Tenone of continued expansion
nessee have jumped more
by South Central Bell to
than 30 per cent since 1957.
improve e x %sting service
if telephone rates had folfor our customers and to
lowed the Consumer Price
meet anticipated demands
Index, South Central Bell
for new service in Tenstate
the
in
customers
nessee," local manager C.
would have paid an addiE. McCrary announced tofor
million
tional $77.7
day. More than $100 million
services last year. Instead,
will be spent by the telethe tele phone customer
phone company in its 1971
year
last
Tennessee
in
construction program.
paid only 95 cents for
"These funds," will
1957
service that in
would
enable us to press forward
have cost him a dollar.with a program of new central o If ice construction,
-McCrary pointed out that
expansion of existing offices,
since the per captia income
and the addition of outside
has nearly doubled during
plant f a c ilities throughthe same period, the cost
out the state."
of equivalent telephone servalong
that
McCrary said
ice has only about one-half
with the expansion and imof the impact on the budget
provement program, South
of Tennesseans today as
Central Bell's cost control
it did 14 years ago.
conprogram
would
We will bury about 50 per
tinue not only with on-site
cent of all of our new
job practices but in the
cable in Tennessee. About
research and development
14,000 miles of cable will
work of Bell Labs and
be placed underground this
Western Electric as well.
"It is interesting to note,"1
—
:

phones in services These
year. This is about 2,000
miles more than we buried
customers, make an aver.—
in 1970.
age of 10 million local calls
Based on C urrent as
each day and about 250,000
well as anticipated calling
long distance calls.
patterns w h ich indicates
increases of around 10 ode
cent in local and long distance calls, we will begin
construction of more than
30 new central offices and
If goal
'63 OLDS NT. Sharp..
office additions in Tennes'66 CliRTSLIOR Try. air SIN
'66 IMPALA Coo..
see this year.
Dbl Sham
McCrary noted that Ten'67 tartreLFrd
'67 MUST. auto.,
nessee now has some 1,640,•67 Feirlane 500
8000
000 South Central Bell tele$1060
.67 Dodge HT, 4-sp.

E

VP Torino OT, pwr.
'67 Chevy. auto
'64 Ford XL

JIM McDONALD
MOTOR CO.

Mrs Thelma Leigh
Jackson 6-8397
Mr. Ray A. Wicks

Memphis fastest growing Supermarket High Quality and Low
Satisfaction is our most
Prices.
Important Product.

893 E. Mclemore Ave.

The South Memphis DisInstitute
Missionary
trict
met on Feb. 15 at the St.
Andrew AME Church with
Mrs. M. R. Todd, the president in charge. The theme
of the lesson was "How
The Word Gets Around."
The lesson was directed
by Mrs. Magnolia Milton,
who decorated the table
so beautifully with Founders Day motifs and pre-

...It* 'API

sented Valentine hearts to
each person present.
Parliamentary usage was
taught by the Rev. Mrs.
M.V. Reed, who taught
from Rules of Order and
from the book on discipline.
Noon prayers were offered for the sick. A delicious
repast was served after
the meeting.
She--easass
Mrs. V.A.
rman is

reporter.

2319 ons•r Ave.

- Cis.LA
)

Ph. 323.4577

• Ultra Sheen-Herr Strate
• Everything in beauly supplier
• Name brand merchandise

%%INTER VACXLWIN — Miss Geri.ddean Anita Christian 01
Memphis to Florida. is seen aboard the M/S Sunward,
which took ho, LW Key. West' and Nassau, the Bahamas.

EVERS
Term it*

•65% GRAIN S,Eu3R4L sP•P
BLENDED WHISKEY • IPS •000
,

Open

all day Saturday

CALvERT 051. CS, 10 u,Sv.,_

•

P•st
Centrist
System
co
1 7.6033

.1

Other Car Renters
answer to the
home office.
Carl Carson
answers to you.

/NW

DAISY

THE FORTRESS
r
...THEA EACH
OMNI

JIM BROWN
CLEEF
LEE

on

MARIANA HILL

S KOrlie new fabulowt Woolco fashion values. just
'
Here
arrived & pretty as a picture. Hundreds of new styles,
colors & prints to choose from. Hurry in today & save
early!

• EVER SO MANY SUGAR & SPICE DRESSES
• FRESH NEW l & 2 PC. SPRING STYLES
• A RAINBOW OF NEW COLORS
• THE SAVINGS ARE GREAT!

Restricted' IS and aver
at 245 6.I5•9:45

SOUTRIATE

°AIRWAY

3230 Jackson Ivo.
1333 Si Mei St.
001 110011118 1040 A.14.4130 P.M. DAILY, CLOSI/11 SUNDAYS

at 1'00 4:25 8:00
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SDA minister arrives
here with his family

-,

not
most
edunetipshire

Longview Heights Seventh
Day Adventist Church at 685
E. Mallory has become the
pastorate of Elder Robert
Leslie Willis, who moved
here this week from Dayton,
Ohio.

meyer,
ctional
el 10,
i for
iday.

Elder Willis brings with
him a tsealth of pastoral
and evangelistic experience
from Baltimore and the Dayton area,

tilfilit ik

These
averI calls
250,000

Before entering the ministry, he attended the Oakwood
Academy at Huntsville, Ala.,
and -studied for his bachelor
of science degree at Emmanuel Missionary College
in Berrien Springs, Mich.
Later, Elder Willis dia
graduate work in the social
sciences at Western Reserve
University and obtained a
master's degree in archeology and history of antiquity
at Andr ews University,
where his thesis was considered a contribution to the
field.
In addition to his pastoral
duties, he has been active in
civil rights. He served on the

WANTED
MEW

LEAKY FAUCETS
Is that constant drrp getting
on your nerves and causing
your water bill logo Up' SEr

READ SALES CO.
Faucets and Repair Parts

Bring sample of parts needed
Phone 274-343, •

f3

DEFENDER
_

1373 Jackson at Watkins

Singing Union
to honor three

executive board of the Kettering Memorial Hospitil in
Dayton where he was guest
lecturer ill the areas of sociology and race relations.
lie has been 9 member of
the executive committee or
the Allegheny West Crinference of Seventh Day Adventists.
Sharing with him in the
responsibilities of the Ment•
phis-Eads District, will be his
wife, the former Rctlye Palmer, and their four daughters.
Mrs. Willis studied at the
Oberlin School of Commerce
and is a gifted niusician
Their daughters include
Denise, a freshman at Oakwood College in Alabama:
Donna, a high school senior
who will be a- student at Central- High School for the second semester, and identical
twin daughters, Leslie /elle
and Willsie Lysette, who are
high school freshmen...
The family is residing at
Fountain Square Apartments WOMEN'S DAY PIAN's'.Efts — The women of Mt. Pisgah CME church at
near Germantown
the corner of Park and Marechalneil in the Orange Mound community, are
planning for annual Women's Day to be observed at the church on Sunday.
March 28, and here they are seen listening to Mrs. Frcille Jackson, the
chairman, as she explains the theme, "Christian Women: The World's
Hope for Liberation." The women have set a financial goal of $10,000, 23 per

Mt. Gilliam
plans 33rd
men's program

The Mt! Gilliam Baptist
church at 1029 Raymond
at. will 'present their 33d annual Men's Day program
Sunday, Feb. 28, and the
special program will begin at 3 p.m.
The guest speaker for
the Sunday School will be
..Iudge C. Odell Horton • at
9:30 a.m.
The guest speaker for
the afternoon program will
be the Rev. S.B. Butler.
minister of the Princeton
Avenue 13 a p tist Church.
and father of the church's
first lady, M rs. J.D
Jamerson.

An Appreciation for Hosea
Bell, director of the United.
Singing Union, and t h e
directresses,
group's
two
Mrs. Dolly Robinson and
Rymes,
Marguerite
Mrs.
will be presented on Sunday.
at the
p.m.,
2:30
Feb. 28, at
General Assembly Church
at 1316 Kennedy.
It is being sponsored by
the United Singing Union, of
which W. Harris is preaident
and C. Degraffenreid vice
president.
Among the musical grouPs
scheduled to participate on
the program are the Union.
Chorus, Greater St. Matthews choir, Spiritual Charletts, the Mt. Pleasant Male
Chorus and the Brewsteraires.

A quickie
for shoppers
cent of which will be designated for an extensive building program. Serving
as co-cliairnian of the obseivance is Mrs. Floriotine Johnson. Other chairmen include Mcs. 'Nettie Cole, Finance; Mrs. Rosetta Peterson, Music; Mrs.
Carlotta Watson, coawdinator, and Mrs. Jean Rumpus, Publicity. The Rev.
E. L. Blown is minister of the church.

Three enter con test
for 'Churchwoman'

MRS. J. B. JASPER

MRS. JESSIE SHELLY

MRS. BEULAH JOHNisoN

Three women from outstanding congregations in
the city have been nominated this week for the TriState Defender's Outstanding C h urchwoman's contest.

of the Simpson Avenue Boys.
and Girls Club,
Mrs. Sheily lives at 1377
Kimball and has been a
member of Cane Creek
Baptist church for more
than 30 years. She is pianist
for the No. 1 'choir.

of
the
Mother', Boa4a,
teaches Class No. 6 in the
Sunday School, and is vice
,
president of the choir.

The t h r ee
are
Mrs.
J. B. Jasper of Centenary
Methodist c h u reit: Mrs.
Jessie Mae Shelly, a meinber of Cane Creek Baptist
church, and Mrs. Beulah
Johnson, who belongs to
the Macedonia Baptist
church.
Mrs. Jasper, who lives
at 584 E. McLemore, is
a regular member of her
church's S u n day School
and takes a group of
children to the church for
-classes each week at her
own expense. ,
She supports her church
morally. s p i ritually and
financially.
Mrs. Jasper is interested
in young people and leader

Mrs. Shelly also serves
as pianist • for a number
of
musical organizations.
She is manager and pianist for the J.H. Sheily
Singers o r g anized some
22 years ago, the Eastern
Arkansas
Singing
Union
which includes eight choirs,
and the Oakville No. 2
choir.
At
her
church
every
Sunday but, the third one,
when she is at the Oakville Baptist church, Mrs.
Sheily is a leader in church
music throughout the MidSouth community.
Macedonia
At
Baptist
church, Mrs. Johnson, who
lives at 2133, is president

Bethel AME plans
Homecoming Day

Academic Gowns
IChoir Robes, Pulpit,
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups

Bethel AME Church at 626
Wicks ave., will celebrate
Homecoming Day on Sunday.
Ft-b. 28. and all members
and friends are invited to
the services.
The guest speaker for the
program at 3:30 p.m., will
be the Rev. C.M. Pettigrew,
administrator of the Christian Methodist Episcopal Publishing House of Memphis.
The Rev. W. W. Worthams
is minister of the church.

CALL, WRITE or WIRE

BHS
INC.

248

Vance Ave.

.YOU

BIG STAR
Brings You
SPECIAL
SAVINGS

She is a member of the
No. 1
choir. the Bible
the
Class. ch aplain of
Missionary S o c iety. and
teacher in the Baptist Training Union Department.
are
women
The three
seeking the support of the
community in the quest for
the title of Outstanding
Churchwoman.

Peachy platter
accompaniment
Pour brandy into hot canhalves
and
ned
p e ach
sprinkle with chopped almonds. Serve with your Sunday roast or turkey.

SPECIAL
"CLASSIC" TRANSLUCENT

WARNING
TO TAXPAYERS

DINNER PLATE $175

2nd
WEEK

DESSERT DISH' slefo
COFFEE CUP

wrga
4th
WEEK

SAUCER

Direct distance dialing is simple.
Just dial "1"
The area code if different from your own.
Then the number.
Of, if you don't know the number, you can get it
in a hurry for no extra charge—simply dial "1,"
the area code if different from your own, and
then dial 555-1212. That's all there is to it.

As County Trustee, I am required by law to publish
the following statement:

After FEBRUARY 28, 1971 unpaid taxes
bear interest and in addition a penalty of one-half of one per cent a
month. Taxes may be paid at my office until APRIL 1, 1971, when lists
will be delivered to officers for collection at the cost of the taxpayers.
RILEY C. GARNER
County Trustee
1970 Shelby County Taxes

WEEK

Bread a. Butler

PLATE

with each
$3 purchase

w.th each
S3 purchase

eti.
SI

Imported
Heirloom Quality
PORCELAN CHINA,
Classic Translucent Fine
China . . . the ultimate in
dining elegance. Each piece
is gracefully detailed with a
delicate platinum edge And
encircled with a raised pastel floral wreath . . . giving
Classic the look of most expensive china patterns. Classic is a service of unmistakable heirloom quality. A
service you'll be proud to
display with your Classic
tableware.

49c .:'g,ect.c^.
49t
:Iefs 49c ,r,t,,h4f,c.^,.
s'no 49c $7'grrh`Ps.
49.

Ist
WEEK

1

Dial a lovin' phone call.Tonight.

SA 7-9320

MornpVtis, Tennesse•
Ceimpeny Mares What Yo• Ask For And
Great*, Whet You Think or

Start your set today and soon you'll have a
complete service! This schedule will run
3 times in the next 15 weeks.

Long Distance
is telling your granddaughter
you love her.

TAILORS

CUSTOM

CHINA
•

after late
For supper
shopping, spoon hot canned
chicken a la king onto toasted, split English muffins and
sprinkle with toasted milvered almonds.

" he abase items w.II only be suld Si these special prices
in toe wrens they 'ire featured.

Sate on 'latching Class; stainless completers, too. A new
Trouping wit: be introduced each week at special prices!
r '. —1e 1
with each
I
A TEASPOONS
'Itt

to

$5.2983,:th.,:::.

',43(E,
d -11 4 SALAD
•

--t

Cait
Sth

'V
W:
f6E
,E KC—II

WEEK
Ilk
WEEK
,ti
WEEK

FORKS
S3 purchase
—
4 SOUP SPOONS sietaii
i:$1.29 sTpthageAhsel

4 ICE TEASPOONS IR:fg, i

$11.29

i
c!sVas
h!

.. -7 $1.29

4i GRAPEFRUIT
si
SPOONS
3-pc. SERVING SET

=cr._
$1.29 npuo-hase
49
w.th•each

ISeeta Simon Sutter Ehlte• tlibtl
Pierced Serving Sp..)
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In The
Finest Tradition
STAINLESS
TABLE WARE
"Classic" - a work of art In
stainless with the look of
stem ang., Its graceful beauty
is expressed in a series of
traditional scrolls. A pattern
that wili never go out of
style. A service that's earned the Good Housekeeping
Seal. Each piece is well-balanced and highly polished
to a gleaming mirror finish
that will never be ruined by
the dishwasher. Make the
entiie service of Classic
tableware part of your own
collection. It's the service
that goes hand in hand with
your Classic china.
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Memphistrio impresses Chicagofans

PEOPLE

Chamber issues
black directory

My EARL CALLOWAY
A new Directory of Black
CHICAGO — Eyes •gleamBusinesses in Me mphis,
ed with surprise and ears
listing more than 1,400 busibent a little closer when
The Girls, a panorama of
ness and professional firms
fantastic feminine charm
that are black-owned or
and a brisk florid singing
managed, has been pubthe
at
style, was performing
by the Memphis Area
lished
69th
Lounge,
Gals
Guys and
Chamber of Commerce.
and Green sts. in Chicago.
Maxine Jones, Mary Davis
The new publication was
and Eula Buford, members
prepared by the Chamber's
of The Girls, a vocal trio
from Memphis, were also
Human Resources Division
heard on "Soul Train" over
, in co-operation with MemWCIU channel 26 and at the
phis State U niversity's
Peppermint Lounge.
of Urban and ReDivision
A :eturn engagement
gional Studies.
has been requested an
Earl Cage, manager, also
Chamber officials report
from Memmphis is currentit is the first comprehenly arranging the terms of.
sive listing of black-owned
/the contract.
or managed firms in the
Maxine and Eula are
city; earlier attempts to
graduates of Rust College
publish .such a directory
in Hollly Springs, Miss.,
were neither citywide nor
and Mary is currently
included all types of busiserving as bank teller when
nesses.
.
not s:nging.
Two of the trio, Maxine
The directory is coded
and Fula met in college
for number of employes,
roommates,
came
be
and
mas. ji lett. tisitee %hocand lists firms in these
Senator Charles Percs rethey participated in a tacategories; agricul tural
cently visited Cairo. ID., to, racist institutions and getterfavor
the
won
and
show
lent
EULA BUFORD
services; construction; fiall) ignored Blacks. The
learn of .t's racial problems.
MARY DAVIS
MAXINE JONES
of the student body. Soon.
nance, insurance and real
United Front presented the
tccording to leaders of the
the duo w a s singing at
manufacturing, servestate;
Senator with a comprehenFtont. Percy, at right, surmasculine
a
with
pleased
makes
range
vocal
nction
one's
nearly every fu
told about how they settled
made the
ductions. We
wholesale and retail
sive program to save Cairo.
ice,
respectful
rounded himself with white
be
would
"who
to
them
for
possible
'were
clubs
it
in
school
and
of the
on their name, "We
record with Mary in May
trade; and transportation.
racist like Mayor Pete Thoto me and make me hapswitch parts. This versatiliand churches in the comsinging all around Memphis,
of 1970 on Memphis RecIt is available from the
Butler is her
Jerry
and
pier."
color
the
to
and
adds
ty
Alabama
munity. It was necessary
Mississippi,
ords, a subsidiary of UniChamber's Human Refavorite male singer and
rhythmic pathos in addiitor them to change their
ALUMNI SUNDAY HELD AT LEMOYNE-OWEN
Tennessee and was a favoversal Record and "The
sources Division at $5.50 a
Franklin is her idol.
blend
Aretha
unusual
an
to
colleges
tion
many
the
name often to the Exciters,
of
rite
''Mark
Here"
Hurts Still
copy.
Green and beige appeals
'The fashion show followed
Annual Alumni Sunday at
of their voices.
the Ebonettes and several
situated in that area. Earl.
My Word" has become a
to her and she likes mod
Lealoyne-Owen College Feb.
Maxine enjoys horseback
others in order that the
the regular program and
who is now our manager
hit," said Eula.
style in clothes.
14 attracted a sizeable crowd
riding, basketball, reading
faculty w o uldn't become
couldn't think of our names
held the attention of the
"How did Mary become
and was termed an overnovels and of course singaware of their activities.
and he would introduce
Drag racing is Eula's favoladies as well as the men.
involved with the trio?" 1
male
all success by the general
ing. Her favorite
-After school we went to
us as The Girls and the
reception capped the
rite sport and in addition!
asked.
Benton
Brook
is
singer
chairman, Mrs. Cora L.
Memphis with 1 he intenname stuck."
event.
to singing she enjoys cookMaxine joined the conGleese.
and Diana Ross ranks first
tions of becoming teachers
Neither of The Girls is
ing, tennis, bowling and
versation and said, "We
Home For Sole
Miss
list.
female
Others on the program. in the public school, but
the
on
Two standout features of
their
said
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reading. Her favorite fe-i N Stonewall 6 Routh act 'a bath
Mary through Earl.
met
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were Mrs. Charlesetta Branfavorite
the day were an address by
Jones'
optimistic
e
r
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Decorated. Water Furnished
w
Earl, who had seen US
Jones
parents
Newly
Linda
is
singer
male
She had b een singing
274.8574
ham. The Rev. Robert L.
City Councilman James L.
blue and pink. She says
perform a r o und college
about their singing careers.
and simply worships The
around Memphis and also
LeMoyne-Owen
Beckett, the
Netters. an alumnus of the
that her idea of a good
that
suggested that we make
They said their parents
Temptations. Colors
recording contract
a
had
$400 CASH DOWN
Alumni Chorus. Judge Odell
college, and a fashion show
husband is a thoughtful
a recording for Fame
were more coricenned about
impress her are blue and 850 Tate Est
and a single oft Phillips
room house. 2 baths
Horton. president of the
directed by Miss Eunice
and gentle individual who
Records of which he was
their being satisfied with
green.
more than a
for
Records
2 Ititctens. 56.500 Monthly Payment
527-8953
college; Mrs. Ann .Monger
Carruthers, also a graduate
is able to understand her
$55
whatever profession they
vice president a n d the
•
t he records
but
year.
materialistic
more
is
She
Martin, soloist: Dennis Henof the college.
faults and appreciate her
producer was Robert Owe'ns.
chose.
Warehouse & Shinning illoPmblar
didn't
needed
move.
We
possia
of
selection
her
in
derson. president of the
Major company seeking experienced
Alumni Sunday is sponsorgood points.
They own Super Heavy
Each of The Girls can
her for a third part."
ble husband and states that warehouse and shipping supervisor.
college's senior class;' The
ed by the Memphis Alumni
Mary says she would be
Music a n d Outcast Prosing any part and each
Should have college degree or formal
Mary laughed as she
intellirich,
be
should
he
Other Brothers, an alumni
training in distribution field. Excellent
Club. Mrs. Rubye D. Spight.
gent, outgoing. "I would salary and fringe Denefite.
singing group: the Rev.
President of the Club, said
Send resume to
similar
have
to
him
like
colthe
Employment Pot Office 18309
Charles W. Blount,
she was "very pleased" with
interests" and would be willHoliday City Station
choir,
gospel
student
the
and
lege's
program
the entire
Memphis, Tenn 38118
ing to put up with her
An Equal Opportunity EMployer
James Cowan, first vice
attendance.
singing career.
president of the college's
The affair was held in the
Continued From Page 1
At the present time The
Executive Secretary
national alumni association:
Little Theatre and lower
Continued From Page 1
"It took it away. It took them all down
Girls have a combinatiion National Manufacturing Co. requirel
Mrs. -Spight and T. R. Mclevel of the Alma C Hanmurder,
to
intent
with
assault
of
counts
church
brick
houses,
houses,
wood
—
their
top-notch executive secretary for ill
and
styles
various
of
Lemore, a trustee of the lased Sunday afternoon into a nightmare,
son Memorial, Student Cenlocal official. Our Job requires
two of disturbing the peace, ohe count
houses and all."
sound is different from Principal
a mature Individual with several yrs of
college.
Conner said it was a miracle they surter.
of destroying public property and one of
executive secretarial exp. Knowledge
enterin
group
other
any
Inat
11
dead
Mississippi's
included
vived,
of the community & its leaders & excarrying a concealed weapon after the
tainment.
cellent typing & shorthand skills. You
verness, 9 in rural Lenore County, 8 at
More than ten booking will find our salary & benefits woutstten it coming, but it was too Cary, 7 at Little Yazoo. 6 at Delta City. jail incident.
oirtth
int, your
.
sume
ubm
,,olr..
a ypiresumeaz
std ingr.
agents h a ye approached salary
shortlate," he said. "We couldn't get out of 5 at Cameta, 5 in Humphreys County,
The oharges were brought after
hand speed. Your interest will be held
he
narrowed
but
has
Earl
the house. We are just sitting on t h e 2 at Moorhead, 2 at Rome and 2 at Ro- Harris allegedly pulled a gun while bein strict confidence.
the offers down to two and
Employment P. Office 18309
couch. All of a sudden it got quiet. I sins.
ing booked for driving while intoxicated
Holiday City Station
the
offers
,best
the
that
one
went to the window. It was black: I saw
and driving without a tail light on his
Memphis, Tenn. 38118
Gov, Winfield Dunn was
Tennessee
be
will
accepted.
contract
Equal Opportunity Employer
An
it coming."
car.
flying over Mississippi when the Tornadoes occured and lightning struck the
He said as the storm hit, he could
Amerson said Harris disarmed depsee gas escaping from butane and am- antenna of his twin-engine plane, forcuties at the jail, but was subdued after
monia tanks about a fourth of a mile ing it to make an emergency landing
an exchange of gunfire with the sheriff, '
away.
at Meridian. His pilot said the plane
deputies and city police.
ball
big
"in
of
be
great
to
a
appeared
"I got real scared," he said. "At fire."
Amerson first won election in 1966
first it was real quiet. Then it sounded
and was re-elected in 1970 in the preset up in
were
centers
Evacuation
said
I
like a lot of trains was corning.
churches across the Delta. dominantly black East Alabama County. !
to myself. 'this is the end: I was just schools and
'
Nearly the entire black population of In- Two other blacks were elected sheriffs
going to try to save the children."
in Greene and Lowndes counties in the
verness was left homeless.
"There's nothing left," said Lois 1970 elections.
He said he grabbed his wife and
children, put them on a bed an cover- Stamps, 17, of Cary, tears streaking her
grimy cheeks. "It's all g o n e. Everyed them with blankets.
thing on that plantation is gone."
father,
their
and
5
The
—
Jackson
CITY
THE
was
TO
KEYS
"I could see the middle room
Her little brother. John, 5, a bandJoseph Jackson. proudly accept keys to the City from
falling down on us but I just held the age around his head, cried: "Where's
Continued From Page 1
Gary's Mayor Richard Gordon Hatcher, Mayor Hatcher
children under the cover." he said.
mama and daddy?"
presented the keys to the Jackson family on their first
"It's a miracle. Only my wife, Lavenia.
The girl didn't know. Her parents. Thus he added, "an investigation was
return trip home since thes became the nation's number
was injured. She just got a cut on her Isaac and Rosilee Stamps, were injured
made."
one entertainment group. After the ceremonies, the Jackleg.
when a tornado ripped into their woodWhen contacted in 'his Brownsville
son 5 performed two concerts before more than 15.008
"We lost everything. I lost my car. en house, scattering the family of 12.
friends and fans at (,ary's Nestside High School. The two
"We haven't seen them since," Lois home, C.A. Rawls, president of the comdon't
I
my
It
know
out.
us
house.
wiped
pany said "irregularities were discovconcerts were the Jackson 5'5 was of saying "thank you"
said.
what I'll do."
to Mayor Hatcher for bringing them to the attention of
Six persons were killed in a small ered several months ago and a CPA
was summoned. The investigation
kit
firm
ago.
Motown Record Corporation less than two years
"I ain't got no house," said 67-year- hut near Delhi in northeastern Louisiana
2 months."
1
took about 2/
to right) Joseph Jackson, Jackie, Michael, Mayor Hatcher
where Cleveland Lenore Sr., 47, lived
old Jesse Hudson of Delta City w h o
The suit asks a total of $322,000 in
Tito. Marlon and Jermaine Jackson. (Motown Photo)
spent the night in a school gymnasium. with 12 members of his family.
damages from the defendants, $122,000
in compensatory damages and $200,000 in
TEA SET FOR SUNDAY
punitive damages.
participate
many others will
The pastor and members
Horne could not be reached for comof Greenwood C.M.E.
ments.
on the program. Mrs. Bonplanning
Church are busy
Johnnie Peck, Rev. C. L.I --Zelda Winters Mon. Feb. 22
nie Grandberry, • propriea spectacular tea to be
Smith, Gus Manning, D. L.
Tag Cleveland Mss. Tri State
tor of the Bonnie Shop, and
held Feb. 28, 1971 at the
late
Fulton, Romeo Green, Jesse
the
The funeral of
some of the members of
Sarah Brown Branch of
Tibune, Charlie White, RevRev. W.M. Smith was held
Greenwood C.M.E. Church
at 1 044
YWCA
the
ish Leonard, Prof. Parker,
at the Mt. Calyary Baptist
will bring you the latest
Mississippi blvd.'from 4 to
MT. and Mrs. Naylor Harris.
Church, Highway 82 West.
in fashions The theme for
6 p.m. .
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Hunt,
from Greenville, Miss., on
the tea is "Coming togeThe calendar tea promises
Mrs. Esther Crawford, Mrs.
Sunday. Feb. 7, at 2 p.m.
ther is the beginnning. keepcolorwith
to be a success
Cleo Myles, Mrs. L A.
Officiating was the Rev. J.H.
ing together is progress
depicttables
ful decorated
Smith, Mrs. Estella Frye,
Hall.
and working together is
ing each month of the year.
Mrs. Lillie V. Roberson,
Active pallbearers were
success."
A program and fashion
ConStory
Mrs. Mary Little, Mrs.
the Revs. J.K.
•
The financial goal of
0
show have been planned to
Ruthe Newsome, Mrs. Clara
way Bias, Ike Moore, A.
1925 UNION AVE.
the tea is i3,000.00. Mrs.
entertain the guests throughJackson, Mrs. Rosa Cole275-1148
Ballard, E.G. Smith and
Etta Hogsette is chairman
out the afternoon. Hamilman, Mrs. Mallie Cooch and,
E.P. Powell.
3250 SUMMER
of the tea. The Rev. J.D.
ton's Glee Club, Russell
Mrs. Leola Wymer.
Interment was in the Mt.
3244444
Atwater is the minister.
Wilson, Robert Taylor nd
Calvary Cemetery. Delta
is
•
*
Burial Assn., was in charge
On Feb. 7, the stork visit.
of arrangements.
ed the home of Sheriff and
Survivors include his wife,
Break
Mrs. Elliote Parker of 811
Mrs. F r ancis Billingsley
the
Parkway Drive and brought
Smith, five sons and six
them an eight-pound baby
daughters, which include
boy. They are very happy.
William Smith Jr., Mrs.
Geraldine Hall, Mrs. PaMrs. Ruth Bass of 814
tricia Jones, Maurie Smith
Pearl ave., recently broke
and collect
and Kenneth Smith, all of
her left arm. We hope for
Greenville; Mrs. H elen
her a speedy recovery.
in cash
The funeral of the Rev
Smith, A.L. Smith and Joel
Smith, Chicago; Mrs. LuW.B. Cruder was held at the
and
cille McKinney, Mrs. Dorris
United Baptist Church in
of Americas
Butler and Mrs. Earline
Cleveland, Miss., on Feb. 11
Brooks, Los Angeles, Calif..
at 7 p.m., with the Rev.
top LPs
and three sisters, Mrs. Lucy
Sammie Rash officiating.
Smith, St. Louis, Mo.; Mrs.
. During his lifetime, the
Martha Curry. Mound Bayou,
Rev. Mr. Cruder had pasMiss.; and Mrs. Alice Guthtored three churches in the
state. He was the founder
eree, Miami, Fla., and two
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Mavis Staples, daughter of Roebrothers, Johnnie Taylor,' and builder of the Mt. CalRev.
the
buck "Pop" Staples and featured lead singer of the Staple
and
vary Baptist Church in
Pace, Miss.
Cleveland, and was recogSingers. one of the most popular groups recording and perA.B. Smith of Cleveland
nized as a dynamic leader.
forming today, was honored guest of the Department of
Ohio.
teacher, builder and preachHe is also survived by nine
State Recreation Association Fashion Show and Luncheon.
er in his community and
grandchildren and a host of
Escorted in the fashion show by actor Jonathan Frid, who
member of the Paince Hall
relatives and friends.
plays Barnabas Collins in the daily TV show "D a r k
At 86 or 100 proof York Rite Masons.
Among those who journeyShadows," Mavis was presented a citation for her work
'There i nothing better in the market:'
He departed this life on
ed from Cleveland for the
related to recording and performing by Dr. Jessie Colson,
Feb. 6, 1971 at the East Bolifuneral were Rev. J.D.
chairman of the communications and clerical skills prol iratvie-uNaVsler7g:fir.stanZli.TaliVirin.)Zi‘PIRTNiVii.g.tia FiciNTr•UtclicnyliINT
a
var County Hospital in
Story, Rev, Quincy Brown,
gram. At the affair she met with Mrs. B. Washington,
Rev.
Cleveland, Miss,
•
Rev. George Bass,.
wife of Washington D. C.'. mayor.
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By LOUIS MARTIN
"So tranquil, so quiescent seems Black America
in the Nixon Era that a presidential partisan could
well argue that "benigh neglect"
has worked. The ghettos have, by
and large, endured quiet summers. The rhetoric of black militants seems to have cooled. In a
variety of ways, in increasing
numbers, blacks are cracking the
system — slowly, no doubt, but
making it nevertheless."
The words above in the current issue of Time magazine represent one aspect of an overall
pulse-taking of the national mood
Which Time h a s done under the general heading
"The Cooling of America".
The thesis that America, blacks included, is today in a less turbulent and hell-raising mood may
have some validity but many will argue about its
significance. Some of the militants will be sure to
point out that we are closer than ever to a police
state and that the Nixon Era is an era of repression.
In its comment on blacks, Time was careful to
note that we may be witnessing a temporary lull
or the calm before the storm.
The black ghettos of America have often been
described as pressure cookers. It goes without say
that the depression and growing unemployment, accompanied by ever rising prices, have not lessened
the pressures.
With masses of penniless, powerless people,
with too few jobs, too few homes and no assurance
that changes are on the way, the black ghettos do
not represent safe bets for the prophets of law and
order. Too often the ghetto social structure has been
found to be.no more stable than a reed that bends
with the first wild wind. That is why in the past no
revolutionary leader was needed to start a riot. The
most accidental incident was enough.
If you were to put your finger on the single
more explosive, inflammable issue in each one of
the ghettos of our big cities, the odds are that it will
involve police-community relations. The black condition is bad enough but somehow the police powers
in the cities always seem to add insult to injury.
This is no new development. It has been true
long before the propaganda boys for the Panthers
adopted the program of calling cops "pigs."
Historically, t h e white sheriff and the white policeman, especially in the South, have been the
eager, trigger-happy enforcers of the doctrine of
white supremacy. As in the plantation South, the
white cop on the black ghetto beat in the Northern
cities quickly became the symbol for many blacks
of the old white supremacy system of suppression,
repression and oppression.
Many white leaders, including some liberals,
have never really understood this issue of policecommunity relations in the ghetto. They do not understand why there is such universal black opposition to the police powers despite the fact that blacks
are major victims of criminal conduct.
Perhaps one reason for tills universal antipathy
toward the so-called guardians. of the law is that
all blacks, irrespective of their background, education, or status, are subject to be humilitated and
beaten on almost any pretext by some cops. In
short, all blacks, the moral and the immoral, the
bishop and the burglar, are in the same boat.
The myth that middle class blacks, those lucky
enough to have "made it", are not subject to police
harassment does not square with the facts. The
whole concept and meaning of "middle class" when
applied to black citizens is worthy of examination.
This term "middle class" may be a good economic
yardstick. For blacks, however, this designation
merely indicates that some,may know where their
next meal is coming from but it does not exempt
them from police harassment and contempt.
Until there is some basic improvement in the
black condition, some alleviation of the human
misery, peace in the black community will always
be at the mercy of chance and happenstance. Couple
this fact with the virulent racism that is exhibited
in so many police departments, to place any bets
on cool summers is a very risky wager.
It is true that a new black politiral leadership
is emerging and that some 'doors to power are being
cracked for the first time. The ability of this new
leadership to keep the black communities on constructive courses depends in part on the support
they get from whites as well as blacks.
The least the establishment can do is to make
certain that the police do not add insult to injury.
Every study of disturbances shows that-police-community relations is the trigger-issue.
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LESTER LION DEN I
Hi there! This is Darlene Hunter hipping you
to some of the many happening around the Lion's
Lair.
SPOTLIGHT
This week our radiant
black and gold spotlight
beams
proudly
on Mr.
Ivory McIntyre. Mr. McIntyre specializes in biology. Not only is he a
wonderful teacher, he is
also a friend of his students and tells it like it
is. He employs his great
talents to solve personal
problems as well as biological ones. Let's give special recognition to a long
deserving member of the
Lion family.
FASHION
The scene now is ponchbs, gauchos, midis, and
Jumpsuits for the girls and
for the young men it's the
New York Longs, English
Cuts, Crushed Velvet Suits,
and Levis topped with those
multicolored knits.
The Lions and Lionesses
seen sporting these latest
creations of the fashion
world are: George Kelsey,
Doris
Bass, Bobby Edwards, Blanche Washington,
Michael Ward, Jean Brinson, Bruce Goldie Patton,
Melvin Macklin, and J o e
S. Hall.
For t h e ir outstanding
scholastic achievements we
salute
Caroline Hayes,
James McKinney, Brenda
Partee, Reginald Norfleet,
Jeanette Wright, Thomas

Hardemaq, Letha Johnson,
James Davis, and Jacqueline Casey.
SPORTS
Our B team has proved
itself capable of enforcing
the statement, "The Lions
the
Are
the Kings
of
Jungle. Feb. 12 the Junior
Lion's defeated the Westwood Westerners 57 to 47.
While spectaVirs
watched
with
ta s c illation, Harry
Bailey bombarded the nets
for 12 points, which was
the high score of the Lion
team. Samuel Martin trailed closely with 10 points.

Page 5

Coach Sandridge attirbuted the success of the team
to its driving desire to be
number ONE.
We also defeated West'
wood's A team 67 to 37.
The high point man was
Gilbert Williams with 21.
Tuesday
night we
were
defeated by Haniiiton 86
to 72. Again Gilbert Williams was high point man
netting 3 3 points: This
was the vie in the MIAA
tournament for the chance
to play the
winners of
the games between Manassas and Melroae. Instead
we
will play
Manassas
for 3rd Place Friday.
TOP 10 AND THEIR SPINS
Spring thaw hasn't yet
come bu t these
loving

couples have already
emerged from hibernation.
10
John Ella Jones to
Claude Powell - "Mama's
Pearl"
9. Jackie Brown to Ernest
Grant - "I'd Rather Stay a
Child"

ranee Yates - "Get Your
Lie Straight"
3.

Alvin Jackson to Cynthia Bennett - "Are You
My Woman?"
2. Mildred Eason to Donald
Logan - "Remember Me"

1, Darlene Hunter to Larry
Jackson - "Heaven Makes
You Happy"
Until next time, remember "A little learning is a
dangerous thing, but no
learning is a foolish thing."

8. Carol Sanders to Karl
Coleman - "If I Were Your
Woman"

Marie Baker Club feted

7. Chandra Yancey to Gilbert *illiams - "Time Will
Tell"

The Maria Baker Service Club held its monthly
meeting at the home of
the acting hostess, Mn.
Hattie Marable, and presiding was the club president
Mrs. Nell Osborne, who
directed the business for the
welfare of the club.
Members of the club will
participate i n t he City

6. Brian Buckley to Rosalind DeWitt - "Just My
Imagination"
5.

Beverly Allen to Carl
Fletcher "One Less
Bell to Answer"
4. Shirley carter to Law-

Federation P r oject, Th.
Sears Fashion Show. Mrs.
Marable subs tituted as
hostess for
Mrs. Linnie
Johnson.
Other members present
were Miss Maggie Newsom,
Mrs. Eliza beth Harris,
Mrs. Ethel Wynn, Mrs.
Elizabeth
Martin
and
Miss B. C. Lenoir, reporter.

Program
enters
3d year
The National Urban Fellows has announced that
inquiries and applications
for the third year of the
Fellowship program are
running far ahead of the
figures for the first two
years.
Since the opening date
of recruiting, Dec. t, 1970
850 persons, 655 men and
185 women in 258 cities
from 42 states, including
Hawaii and Alaska, have
written for application materials. They are primarily black, Puerto Rican
Mexican
American
and
and also include native
Americans, whites
and
Americans of Asian ancestry.
Requests f or applica•
cations have come from
U.S. citizens in 15 foreign
countries, including Bolivia, Peru, New Guinea,
Senegal, Pago Pa go,
Samoa, t Ii e
American
Mariana Islands, the
Philippines, Iran a nd
Canada.
Policemen, school teachers, returning Peace Corps
volunteers, lawyers, model
cities and community action personnel and employees of local state and
federal 'government are
among the applicants for
1971-1972 Fellowships.
The announcement was
made by Frank Logue,
director of the National
Urban Fellows, a program
designed to meet t h e
shortage of urban administrators and to open to p
leadership o p p ortunities
in government, especially
for minority group members.
Most of the prospective
candidates learned of the
program through their
local newspapers in articles announcing the start
of the recruiting drive in
December, 1970.
'The program is spong-r
ed by the National League
of Cities, the United States
Conference of Mayors and
Yale University, under a
grant from the Ford Foundation.
The Fellowship combines
a ten-month on the job
assignment with a mayor
city manager or other
urban administrators and
a six-week semester in
urban studies at Yale.
The 1 97172 Fellowship
year will begin in July,
1971.
An applicant must be a
citizen of the United
Satates between 24 and
39 and must have a bachelor's degree or equivalent
employment
experience
that has given him a basic understandind of urban
problems and the ability
to perform research assignments. Applic ants
must have two years or
more of full-time employment experience, preferably in an administrative
capacity.
The deadline for receipt
of complete applications
Is March 12, 1P71. Additional Information and application materials may
be obtained by writing
to National Urban Fellor, P.O. Box 1475, New
Haven, Conn. MOS, or
telephoning area code
203, 624-51011.

Ifwe were you,
we wouldn't
stand for It.
Why should you stand in line to buy auto license
plates when -Union Planters Master Charge can
help you get them by mail? Just fill out and mail in
the coupon. Then sit down, put your feet up and wait
for the postman to deliver your 1971 license plates.

Amaste charge.
THE INTERBANK CARD.

ORDER BY MAIL THROUGH MARCH 21
USE THIS FORM
Enclose the pre-printed registration form mailed to you
from the State Motor Vehicle Division in Nashville. Correct your address but do not change anything else on this
form. If it is incorrect r except for address I you must include
your 1970 registration receipt and title or title card, lie
sure to sign the form.
Please send the following:
Cost.
Number
each
ordered
Total
State license tag
$19.00*
City of Memphis
license

15.00

LeBonheur
Memphis sticker

1.00

INTFIVAN;(1

Should you prefer, however, to buy your license
plates in person they will be on sale at the Main
Office of the Shelby County Administration Bldg.,
160 N. Main from 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. starting
February 15, Monday through Friday. Or at the
Fairgrounds Merchants Bldg. starting March 10
through March 31 from 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Just
remember to bring your pre-printed registration
form with you. If it is incorrect (except for your
address which may be changed on the form) bring
your 1970 registration receipt and your title or title
card 1 also. You may charge your licenses to your
Master Charge card or pay with check drawn on a
Memphis or Shelby County bank or Postal or Local
Bank Money Orders payable to Robert M. Gray,
County Court Clerk.

A

Union Planters
NATIONAL BANK OF MEMPHIS

Member Federal Deposo Insurance

COIDOrd11011

Total order $
*Includes 500 handling and postage charge per vehicle.
Please charge the above order to following Union Planters
Master Charge account.: .
Name
Account No
Expiration Date
—OR—
( 1, Check, Postal or Local Bank Money Order enclosed.
Checks accepted only on banks in Memphis and Shelby
County. Only Postal or Local Bank Money Orders accepted. Make payable to Robert M. Gray, County Court.
Clerk. Include separate checks or money orders for state.
city and the LeRoillieur tags.
• Name of person ordering
Address
Phone No
He sure to include, registration forms for earls vehicle.
Prices shown are for passenger ears only.
MAIL ONLY TO: Hobert M. Gray
Shelby County Court Clerk
160 N. Main, Memphis, Tenn. 361w
L.•••••••••
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My view
- Georgia's new senator
Georgia's new Senator, David Gambrell, appointed to
serve the unexpired term of the late Sen. Richard B. Russell,
describes himself as an "aggressive pragmatist." He is said
to be a moderate of the new school of racial philosophy which
has sprung up in the South here of late. He is a graduate of
the prestigious Harvard Law School and former president of
both the Atlanta and the Georgia bar associations.
We are inclined to believe that Gov. Jimmy Carter chose
Gambrell because of the similarity of their views on the Negro
question. One can glean from his comment on race relations
that he is a progressive of the first magnitude.,A reporter asked him whether he endorsed Gov. Carter's declaration at his
inauguration last month that "the time for racial discrimination
iv over."
' Replying. "I do." he later added that he expected to take
as different position on racial matters than Sen. Russell who
for years led the Senate's Southern bloc of hard-boiled opponents to racial integration and the whole range of civil rights,
including the right to vote.
Gambrell characterized the Indo-China conflict as "something that affects us emotionally, spiritually and economically"
and "impairs our ability to deal with a lot of other problems."
We think Governor Carter made the right choice. The new
Senator has the necessary intellectual baggage to help swell
the tide of rising Southern opposition to blatant racism.

Loeb and patriotism
When United States Dist. Court Judge Harry W. Wellford
struck down a petition to provide City Hall office space to The
Selective Service Counciling and Information Association, and
the Memphis NAACP and also saying in that ruling that Mayor
Henry Loeb had erred when he made such space available
to The Memphians for Patriotism the physical aspect of that
room was destroyed, but the concept of polarization that Mayor
Henry Loeb created still exists and will exist for a long time
to. come.
The Mayor's attempt to define who and what is patriotic
has long reaching implications. These implications are not exelbsive to the City Hall's Patriotism Room, but they exist in
many ot the Mayor's decisions and actions.
7 We agree with Judge Harry W. Wellford that City Hall
space should not be used by organizations that are not governmental or public in their "essential and primary character."
We also agree that the Memphians for Patriotism interest in
tile treatment of American Prisoners of War is of significant
importance and should be dealt with from every angle, but
ty Mayor Loeb to say that the NAACP is less patriotic through
actions then "Memphians for Patriotism" is a gross misMice. The history and tradition of the NAACP has shown it
has far more patriotism than any organization in this country.
Ver example the NAACP fought during World War I to get
4ecks into the Armed Forces, and during World War II, to
J.jow Blacks to fight.

Further the NAACP had to convince Black people that
should be patriotic, even though during the first World
Wir Blacks were being lynched and killed for little or nothing.

they

And on a modified scale this is also true today. Black veterans return to Memphis after serving theif country to find
altd. J. D. MARKS or some other Rental Agency has evicted
Weir family from housing that is neither fit nor capable of
liernan habitation. Or returning home to find that there is no
employment for a returning service man or returning home and
tring beaten by Memphis Police for being Black.
';What needs to be done is to have an even distribution of
Merest by the Mayor, not only to Prisoners of War, but to
giose servicemen who return home and feel they were fighting
it vain for a system that neither cares nor plans to do any;ling about their plight, and !et us not make any mistake —
tins applies to black as well as white servicemen. It is doubtful
at Mayor Loeb is capable of such thinking. Whether he is
ot not makes little difference. The day will come when he will
have to deal with his actions, and that day is not far off.

Nixon could score with
higher welfare floor
By BENJAMIN E. MAYS
President Nixon is moving in the
right direction on his welfare program,
but he does not go far enough I can
hardly understand how a man who is so
well-healed financially can think so meagerly of the under dog. No man in the
world is living quite as well as the President of the U. S. He is probably living
better than ninety-nine per cent of the
people of the world.
I appreciate the fact that $1600 a
year for a family of four is better than
what millions are now getting in cash.
But this is besides the point. It is not
enough. We blame the poor and say they
do not want to work. But a man can live
in poverty so long that if you provide
for him to get out, he may never do it.
As the old saying goes about a man who
lived in the slums: "I have been down
so long that being down don't bother
me."
I wish President Nixon would lift.
his floor. I wish he would make the floor
$2,500 rather than $1600. I wish he would
do more. I would like to see him take
a giant step and propose that a man
could earn up to $2,500 before the government would reduce its $2,500. In
this way, it is highly conceivable that
most families would hustle to earn $2,500 more, which would almost guarantee a minimum of $5,000 for a family of
four.
There isn't too much incentive if
you give a family $1600 and begin to re-

duce the $1600 before he gets to $3,000.
Five thousand dollars as a goal, I believe, would provide the incentive needed. With a minimum of $2,500 I am sure
thousands of families would b eco m e
self supporting provided the economy
would pick up and make ,jobs available
for every able bodied man a.,1 •
We have usually git'cl'
w.1fare so little ,h t 1
s was y
for him to snap out of his pow., V.
Yes, I knov.. tlrit it will cost billions
of dollars to do this, but it does not worry me. As long is we spend billions and
more billions on a war we cannot win
and as long as we spend billions c o mpeting with Russia in an effort to be
first in the exploration of space, I am
willing to spend enough of my tax money to defeat poverty kin this prosperous
land.
We have never given the poor people enough to know if they will rise up
and do more for themselves if given a
chance. They have never had a chance.
History shows that the rich get richer
and the poor get poorer. This is It ue
mainly because the poor has had so little that they have had only one way to
go and that's down.
Mr. President, why not give the Congress and the people a real challenge?
believe the people would buy a $2,500
floor. If the President does this, he will
improve his image a hundred fold and
God would bless him.

POINT of VIEW

REASON
Without a doubt it is difficult to be
reasonable when one is hurting. It is also
difficult to be reasonable in the middle
of a fight. "It is difficult to be reasonable when one is prejudiced . . . or when
one is "set in his ways" . . or when
one is immature . . . or when it is a
case of ignorance and refusal to face
facts.
The average black man in America
today finds it difficulty to be reasonable
about his situation in this country to- ,
day. It may make sense to say riots
are senseless, but reason has no place
in a riot. It is an unfortunate but true
fact.
One may observe that black people
can do a great deal to help themselves
toward improving their position in this
nation, economically, politically socially, culturally, educationally, religiously,
but it takes the ability to reason and
think to do those things obviously necessary to achieve the desired ends. It's
easier to fInd excuse's than to put the
reasoning faculties to work. It's easier
to blame all our ills on the white ma-.
jority . . . most of whom has never
consciously thought of the black American.
It does not require reason to be super-sensitive to deserved' criticism. That
is the reason most blacks . . and most
whites . . blow their tops so easily
when subjected to_deserved criticism.
In the case or most slack people, when
criticized by a member of their own
group, the criticizer is looked upon as
a traitor to the rice.

Blacks don't like for other blacks to
tell them to "straighten up and f 1 y
right," no matter how badly they need
to be told. One of the most unpopular
criticisms a local black can make is to
point out how dumb it is for so many
blacks of this area to waste the ir
money on gambling, dice, dog-racing,
and the like . . . alcohol and ot he r
vices.
It might be surprising to know the
number of blacks who get mad when
another black points out that more brutality is .practiced by blacks against
blacks than by the police. Blacks kill .
more of each other than the police. In
fact, some partially reasonable blacks
are beginning to suspect that the police
welcome this killing of blacks by blacks
It saves them the ,trouble.
But let some black get up in public
and urge peace among the brethren.
and right away sizeable numbers of
other blacks give him the evil eye . . .
accuse him of being an uncle torn . . .
and swear he is speaking for the white
folk. It never occurs to that type of brother that there may be black folk who
see it like it is . . . and feel called
upon to tell it like it is . . . and not
as the mob would like to hear it.
But that is the unfortunate situation
in too much of black America today.
Blacks are super-sensitive to criticism
. . specially from their own kind . . .
even when such criticism might be just
what is needed. They support the theme
of the current song . . . "Every brother ain't a brother."

Letter to the editor
Dear Editor:
Bishop Charles Edward
Locke of the
Methodist
Church said in a letter to
President R o osevelt, "A
friend of mine asked a rich
distiller why he lived in
Palo Alta so far from his
San Francisco office. The
reply was, 'A DPY TOWN
IS THE ONLY PLACE TO
RAISE YOUR CHILDREN."
Abraham
Lincoln
said,
"The liquor traffic
has
some defenders, but it has no
defense."
Let's make our c it y
dry and thus attract the
blessing of God and the

prosperity that He is waiting to give. Also we will
thus avoid the curses that
follow in the wake of unrighteousness: see' Habakkuk 2:12, 15. King Solomon
said, "Righteousness exaleth a nation: but sin is a
reproach to any people,"
and later he exclaimed,
"Wine is a mocker, strong
drink is raging, and whosoever is deceived thereby
is not wise." (Proverbs
14:1, 20:1)
(MRS.) E.E. SHELHAMER
213 E. Coage St.
Wilmore, Ky. 40:•90

Frances Knight, Chief of the Passport Office in the State Department, has
renewed her fued with high ranking officials. Last week, she leveled her guns
at William Macomber, Deputy Undersecretary for Administration whom she
accuses of trying to get her out of her
job. But her real target, it appears, is
Barbara Watson, her immediate superior, who is administrator of the Bureau
of Security and Consular Affairs under
which the passport office comes. Miss
Watson, a member of a distinguished
New York family which includes two
brothers, Federal Judge James Watson
and Douglas, an aeronautical engineer
and designer and a sister, Grace, who
is on the staff of the U. S. Office of Education, is the highest ranking black
woman in government.
. She was first brought into the post
by Secretary of State Dean Rusk in 1965
under the Johnson Administration. After
the present Secretary of State, William P.
Rogers, asked her to remain on, President Nixon reappointed her. Jan. 20,
1969.
The tart-tounged Miss Knight, in private life, Mrs. Wayne Parrish, has a
pen equally as caustic. In her continuing warfare with the bureaucrats,
she takes advantage of her close ties to
conservatives in the House and Senate,
to throw her weight around. Her Christmas letter mailing lists of 1969 and 1970
went to many members of Congress.
The letter was much more than
season's greetings. It contained highly
critical comments about what she considered restriction on her operation.
Sources say that Miss Knight resents
having a woman boss and actually covets
Miss Watson's post. To avoid having her
attacks labeled as racial, however, she
deploys her main force at the next higher
echelon, reserving snipes for Miss Watson, such as saying, "she does what
she's told to do," and I've been overruled
on everything by Watson and Macomber..
I get the feeling they're trying to nudge
me out."
It is no secret in the department that
Miss Knight is a thorn in the side, but
a career employee, with 16 years service,
there is little that can be done outright
to remove her. One of her great friends
and supporters was the late Sen. Joe
McCarthy and Miss Knight is as zealous
as he was in digging for alleged communists and subversives. It was recently
revealed that her office has a computed
file of 243,135 American whose applications for passports come under special
scrunity. Said a friend. "Barbara is not
about to let Frances provoke her into
open warfare." I six years in Washington, Miss Watson has proved that she
has considerable political savvy of her
own. She is the first woman to head the
bureau and has the rank of Assistant
Secretary of State. A recent memofrom her to Miss Knight made inquiries
as to whether the famous Christmas
letters were sent out with the assistance
of government personnel on department
time. The information was necessary, she
said, to include in requests for appropriations for the bureau. It was this

that triggered the latest atomic Knight
explosion. Barring getting Democrat
Barbara's job, Republican Frances ia
working to make the passoprt office gr
autonomous agency with herself elevol
ed as an independent director.
• —
After chafing for two years on la
Veterans' Committee, Congresswoman
Shirley Chosholm of New York, waged
a strong campaign at the beginning if
the 92d Congress to get on the House
Education and Labor Committee. he
threw her support of majority leader to
Louisiana's Hale Boggs in promise of
his backing for a seat. Mrs. Chisholm
won her battle, but puzzled Hill observers when she failed to show up for
thr.
important organizing meeting of the committee when important sub-committisss
assignMents were made. She was cau-„
spicuously absent, but present were new
members, Louise Day Hicks, the Bosnia.
congresswoman who first got her claim
to fame as a foe of school busing and
her remarks to whites, "You know where
I stand," Mrs.' Ella Grasso of Comeeti:
cut, former Kentucky policeman Romani',
Mazzoli and Herman Badillo, N. Y. who
is the first Puerto Rican voting mem.
ber of the House.
In the absence of Charlie piggs and
Ron Dellums who are on a five-weeki
tqur of Africa, Congressman Augustus
Hawkins is substituting for Diggs who
is chairman of the Black Caucus. The
most energetic member of the group, ko,
Missouri's William Clay who spearheaded the boycott of the State of the Unian
message. He is still pushing for a show-,
down with the TV networks on the equal
time request. Currently, the Caucus IS'
planning a fund-raising drive to establish
a Washington office to act as a cleais.•
Mg house for pertinent facts on the
sues affecting black Americans....the
tentative date for the meeting of the 12
black members of the House with President Nixon is March 21.
SUNDRY ITEMS
The Mississippi Democratic Party
opening an office in Washington at 912
headquarters of the National Informatiess
Center, 1832 Jefferson Place N. VT
Ghana's Ambassador E. M. Debrah wits
host last week to Rev. Leon Sullivan
and the other African envoys in Washington. The subject at lunch was the establishrrtent of more branches of Opportunities Industrial Centers in African
countries. Some black African diplomats
are quietly taking steps with their
governments to try and improve relar
lions with U. S. black media on the issue of advertising. As it is now, either.
through arm-twisting methods or other .
reasons, 98 per cent of the lucrative advertising and public relations accounts go
to white firms.
White House Aide Robert Brown's,
denied last week reports that he pres-1
sured blacks in the Nixon Administration
to stay away from the reception spoil...
sored by the Leadership Conference orfr
Civil Rights in retaliation for their boy- •
colt' of the State of the Union message. • •
"That's just nonsense," Brown declared— ,
He said he called a few people to say he.
couldn't attend himself because of a-'
previous commitment.

To Be Equal
Democracy's threat is
more from the 'right'
By WHITNEY M. YOUNG, Jr.
Have we been looking in the wrong
direction for threats to democracy?
While the public, influenced by the
media, becomes obsessed by so-called
revolutionaries on the left, the KKK and
psuedo-fascist right-wing ex t r e m is t
groups still carry on their activities.
The Panthers are portrayed as the
single most dangerous element in t h e
country, but they're weak, disorganized,
and infiltrated by FBI and police agents.
For all their talk about armed defense
and violence. there has been little evidence that the Panthers have committed politically-inspired violent acts.
Instead, there is every indication
that the shootouts that claimed a number of lives were' inspired by needlessly
aggressive police tetions, seemingly
modeled on old crime films.
, Angela Davis has been painted by
the press and the FBI as Public Enemy
Number One, although only scant evidence has yet been produced to link
her with last year's California co u r thouse shootings. But the sensationalistic
press coverage has made it very difficult for her to get a fair trial. while
many elements in the country would
lov e to den y her her Constitutional
rights.
The doings of leftist factions like the
Weathermen and others are documented
in grisly detail. The casual reader would
assume that there is some mass revolutionary movement trying to bomb it s
way to power. True, there ha-.-e been incidents. and there is a leftist, faction so
irrational in its romantic ideas of revolution as to -equate random bombings of
empty building, with real revolution.
But there is absolutely no evidence
that such groups are so dangerous as to
justify the kind of public hysteria that
seems to be taking place. T h e y'v e
s amassed a lot of press clippings and
have seen their memberships increase
with federal agents, but that's about all
they have to show for their efforts.
There's no depying that violence
must be met with Firmness — from
whichever end of the political spectrum
it comes — but in the process of lavshing so much attention on the psuedo-rev-

olutionary left, there has been a serr'r
ous neglect of the radical right,
because its roots in this society go se
much deeper, is a graver long-r ange
threat.
T h e Anti-Defamation League of—
Bnai B'rith, which keeps tabs on such—
fringe outfits, recently issued a report:
charging the right-wing Liberty Lobby
with 'raising funds to finance a rig h t-,
wing military dictatorship.
It said there was a secret Meeting
in New York that charted the move to s.,.
counter some kind of imaginary C o mmunist takeover. In contrast to thos es,
splinter left groups we're always warned about, which have a handful of mentJ'.,
tiers, the lobby has a quarter of a mil: '
lion subscribers to its monthly m a g a.
zinc.
The Birchers are still riding
g
although they are cutting a somewhat
lower profile than in their heyday. And'
growing numbers of violent incidentshave been fomented by the KKK.
A racial confrontation at a Bristol,„„
Pa high school, for example, has been ,•
attributed to Klan activity .and racial
threats made IA, black students. K 1 a n
members have been active in school
board meetings in Bristol and in manyr
other towns for some time now.
A handful of college kids with wild
ideas get a lot of sensationalistic cover-'
age, but the daily incidents of violence, ,
threats, and plotting by right-wing ex—
tremists just don't reach the public's...
consciousness with the same force.
Many small towns all over the country have their.super-p a tr lots and vigilantes who spread terror and f e a r,
and others who wield influence - to keep
black people, and other ethnic and Pei:.
"
litical minorities "in their place."
Sure, extremists on the left b e a C. close watching, but the danger is still:.',
coming from the same direction it's always come from — the far right. T h e
words of psuedo-revolutionaries shouldn't
panic people into forgetting the deeds of
terror that still haunt black people' in
some Southern communities and make
life difficult for those working Isar peaceful change in the North.

•

•
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Bishop A.G. Dunstan
co-pilots tour of AME
Zion confab in Africa
PHILADELPHIA, Pa. —
The gt. Rev. Alfred G.
Dunstan, Presiding Bishop of
the Eleventh Episcopal Area
of the AME Zion Church,
which includes seven countries here in America plus
the Nigerian and Liberian
Conferences in Africa, will
be accompanied by a delegation of ministers and missionary officials front the
states, when he tours the
work in Africa, March 9
through April 2.
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$1.000 TODAY AND YESTERDAY — The
zappozap, a ceremonial axe valued at $1,000
and more by ancient African nobles, is the
backdrop as Dr. Henderson Hendrix (right)
displays $1,000 of today's money, representing sales of "The Bank is Open to You," a
guidance film produced by the International

PITTSBURGH, P a. —
"Priorities in the Seventies"
If the subject of a lecture
series, sponsorec by the
Catholic Interracial Council,
Pittsburgh
Conference of
Laymen, and the Religious
Education
Forum, which
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INVITATION TO BID
The Memphis Housing Authority .will receive bids tor the
SCRAPING. SANDING AND
PAINTING THE CEILINGS OF
320. APARTMENTS AND 1 OFPICF BUILDING IN J. A. FOWLER HOMES, TENN. 1-12, MewIliat Tennessee, until 10:00 A.M.,.
CDT, February 26, 1971 at 700 .
Adams Avenue, Memphis, Tennessee, at which time and place all
.bids will be publicly opened and
read aloud.
Prbposed form, of contract
documents, including plans and
specifications, are on file at the
office of the Modernization Engineer. Memphis Housing Authority
700 Adams Avenue. 'nemphis,
Tennessee.
Copies of the d,cuments may be
obtaiiced by qualified contractors
by depositing Five (95.00) Dollars
with the Memphis Housing Authority for each set of docume:i.s
so obtained. This deposit is nonrefundable, and return of documents It not required.
A certified check or bank draft,
payable to the Memphis Housing
Authority, U.S. Government
bonds, or a satisfactory bid bond
crecuted by the bidder and acceptable sureties in at' amount
percent of -.he
equal to five
bidsshall be submitted with each
bid.
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The successful bidder will be required to furnish and pay for
satisfactory performance and paymein bond or bonds.

•

All bidders shall be licensed contractors as required by Chapter
135 of Public Act of 1945 of the
General Assembly of thc State of
Tennessee, and all Amendments
thereto.
Attention' is called to the fact
that not less than the minimum
salaries and wages AS set forth in
the 'specifications must be paid
then'Specincations must be paid
on 'this project, and the Contractor • most insure that employees
and applicants (or employment
are' rot discriminated against be.
cause of race, color, creed, SoCX or
national Origin.
The Memphis Housing Authority
reserves the ,ight to reject any or
all bids or to waive any informalities-1n the bidding.
Nt bid shall be withdrawn for a
period of thirty (30) days sub.
sequent to the opening of bids
without the consent of the Mem.
phititiobsing Authority.

eif
REV. ANDREW
kicked-off with an address
by the Rev. Andrew J.
Young, executive vice president of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference
on Wednesday evening, Feb.
24 at Duquesne University.
Racism in the Christian
Church is the topic of Rev.
Young's lecture. As a minister in the United Church of
Christ, he has . served as
pastor o f C ongregational
churches in Alabama and
Georgia. He has acted as a
representative to the World
Council of Churches, is
Chairman of the Board of
the Delta Ministry in Mississippi and helped develop
Ministers Leadership
the
Training Program in 15 major cities.
He is currently involved
in an analysis of both the
history of the civil rights
movement and the inter-related problems of racism,
economic exploitation, war,
and colonialism. His role as
theologian, thinker and activist present unique qualifications to deal with this subject.
Rev. Young joined SCLC
in 1961 and acted as the
principal strategist in the

Musical planned
by male chorus
of Summerfield
The male chorus of Sunsmerfield Baptist Church at
1393 Boxwood will present a
musical program at the
church on Sunday night.

I ATI

Bisp. A. G. DUNSTAN
hers of the party, including
the General President of
the Woman's Home and
Foreign Missionary Society,
Mrs. Emma B. Watson of
Pittsburgh, Pa.; The Executive Secretary of the society,
Mrs. Grace Holmes•of Knoxville, Tenn., and Mrs. Minnie
D. Hurley of New York
City, treasurer of the missionary department.
Other members of the
Missionary Executive board
scheduled to go are, Miss.
E. Loujean Lovette, supervisor of the Eleventh Episcopal District of the AME
Zion Church; and Mrs. Edra Mae Hilliard, supervisor
of the Tenth Episcopal District.
Among the pastors and
other interested
Zionites,
who had made reservations
at the time of our deadline,
for the tour through the
board of Foreign Missions
are: Miss Evelyn Harris of
New York City; Miss Sara
Frances Lipscomb of
Washington, D . C . ; Dr.
John H. Winston Jr., M.D. of
Montgomery. A 1 a . , and
George Kendall of Pittsburgh, Pa.
Both Bishop Dunstan and
Bishop Hilliard served their
initial q u a drenniums as
bishops as Epixcopal superintendents of the work in
Africa. They will arrive on
the field with a significant
awareness of the work and
warm rapport with the people.

YOUNG
direct-action protests led by
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
in B i rmingham, Albany,
Ga., St. Augustine, Selma,
Chicago, and the Poor People's Campaign.
Like all his colleagues in
s the movement leadership,
he has been subjected ,to
frequent harassment, jail
and brutality.
He is widely recognized as
an effective negotiator and
a creator of ideas and programs such as Voter Registration and Political Education, and Operation Breadbasket (SCLC's economic development program).
Other speakers scheduled
and their topics, will be as
follows: Gordon C. Zahn,
March 14, "War and Peace,
— Christian Response;"
Rosemary Ruether, Sunday, April 4, "ChristianMarxist Dialogue in Theory
and Practice;"
Bishop Remi D eRoo,
Thursday, April 15, "The
and the Servant
Bishop
Chords;"
Jane Briggs Hart, Thursday, April 29, "The Silent
Majority Vs. The Silent Revolution."
at
starting
7
March
7:30 and will feature a mainmusical
her of outstanding
groups of the city, including
the church's youth choir under the direction of Harry
Winfield.
The public is invited to the
program, which will be one
of the best presented during
the spring season.
D. W. Bailey is president
of the male • chorus and Mrs.
D.W. Bailey church reporter.
The Rev. Leon Brookins is
minister of the church.

LANK

(NOMINATE FOR FAVORITE CHURCH WOMAN
NAME
ADDRESS
PHONE
NAME OF THE CHURCH
ADDRESS OF THE CHURCH

MEMPHIS

One nomination Is required

HOUSING AUTHORITY
Orelle Ledbetter

TRIVATE DEFENDER
Mem his Tenn. 38102
124 E. Calhoun Ave.

Secretary

Following the death of the
late Bishop S. Dorme Lartey, who was Episcopal prelate of the AME Zion Conferences in Africa, the denomination's Board of Bishop's assigned Bishop Dunstan to supervise the work in
Nigeria and in
Liberia,
while Bishop W.A. Hilliard
was given charge of the
conferences in East and
West Ghana.
Arrangements for t he
tour, which is planned to
inspire and to inform faithful constituents on the foreign field, are handled by
Dr. J.C. Hoggard, secretarytreasurer of the AME Zion
Board of Foreign Missions.
The travel troupe is expected to arrive in Monrovia, Liberia March 10, Bishop Dunstan will hold the Liberian C o nference there
March 11-15.
Aggrey Memorial AME
Zion Church, Accra, Ghana,
will be host to the East Ghana Conference, March 17-23,
with Bishop W.A. Hilliard in
charge. He will hold the
West Ghana Conference at
Cape Coast, March 24-29.
Bishop Dunstan is slated
to hold the Nigerian Conference on March 31 and
April j.
In the interim between
conferences members of the
tour group, and the bishops
in charge are looking forward to the joy of personal
fellowship with fellow iondes over there, and to observing the status of Zion's
holdings, before their scheduled return to New York
International Airport April 2.
Mrs, Alecia Lartey, widow
of the deceased bishop,
who maintains her status as
missionary supervisor of the
work in Africa for the remainder of this term, will
be happy to welcome the
two bishops and other mem-
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Afro.American Museum and National Bank
of Detroit Dr Charles WhiUen (left) directs
the museum's Career Film Project. Miss
Norman Hamilton, an NBD executive, appears in the film, now being sold by the
American Banking Association. Dr. Hendrix Is president of the museum.
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DEFENDER

Hamilton High News
Ashes to Ashes, Dust to
Dust, Hamilton News is
is
to
enough. This
Monica and Debra bringing
you the latest happenings
around our Wildcats den.
SUPER-COOL CATS
Some of our Marvelous
Miraculous ones making the
scene on campus are; Kathy
Miller, Avis Washing, Leon
"Onion" Franklin, Beverly
Vontyna
Noel,
Williams,
Junnie Moore, Thelma Cox,
Phyllis Kyle, Jackie Johnson, Robert Taylor, Mattye
Denson, Sylvia Boyd, Ronald
Gunn, Delnita Gray, Carolyn
Jackson, Jerome
Gilkey,
Lillie Taylor, Michael Gilkey, Frederick Young, Vanessa Bland, James Fisher.
Dorothy
Jon es,
Maurice
Freeman, L o lita N o el,
Florise Franklin, Barbara
Holden;....Raymond Tate,
Monica Bean, Denise Batts,
McKinley Boyd, Nancy
Jackson, Dianne
R i ce,
Renay
Powells,
Carlotta
Larry, Larry S c ru gg s,
Janice
Dunigan, Kenneth
Faye
Wright
Murphy,
Michael Ford, Lynn Mitchell, Van Patterson, Ann
Green, Fern Tennial, Bernell Fisher, Willie Lee, Juanita Porter, Deloise Jeffreys,
Linda Jones, William Boone,
Linda Griffin, Wadell Fisher,
Wanda Walthall, Dorothy
Dana, Darrell Walker, and
Melvin Burns.
FASHIONS
Hamilton is known to be
a kaleidoscope of fashions.
Styles seen around
are
Minis, Maxis, Midis, and
Mixis. Goucho Pants and
Knickerbockers ar e
also
moving in on the scene.
Shingles seem to be in all
colors, lengths, and styles;
they are seen on shoes,
boots, pocketbooks, skirts,
vests, coats, pants, hats.
ea r r in g s,
w a tchbands,
chokers, and belts.
Some of the people sporting these "bad" clothes are
Alice A 1 exander, Johnny
Collins,
Patricia
Cooper,
John
Ch almers, Michael
Ransom, Fa y e Cheairs,
Jerry Nap Williams, Pamela
Brown, Berkley
Buckles.
Cheri Payne, Hubert Flowers, Karen Mosley, Beverly
Jones, Charlotte Faulkner,
Myra Hudson, Cheryl ManMyra Hudson, Cheryl Blanchard, Linda Maxwell, Carol

Branch, Walter McBride,
Dianne G 1 a spec, Ronald
Sanders, Deborah Johnson.
and Karen Seymore.
SPORTS
Wildcats
Hamilton
The
Basketball Team is really1
proving themselves to be,
the best team yet. They've
completed
their
already
regular season with a perfect
record and have also won the '
first tournament game and
they are moving closer and
closer to the state Championship Game. Our "Top Ten"
young men are: Eddie Bailey,
Robert Newman, Clint Jackson, Marc ellus Tisdale,
Chambers, Authur
Larry
King,
Faulkner, Ty rone
Hubert Fl o wers, Joseph :
Hunt, and Abraham Dotsons
And last but not least Coach.
Lloyd Williams.
"GOOD ',LUCK";
COUPLES
1. Julia Johnson and Mel-i
yin Payne
2. JoAnne Udell and Ronald Hill
2. Alisa Gunn and De-,
witt Young
4 Monica Bean and LonMe Franklin
5. Wanda Robinson and
Michael Pottman
6. Lorraine Stewart and
Edward Morrison
7 Bertha Pendleton and
Junnie Moore
8 Kathy Miller and Mickey Brown
9 Vontyna Noel and Billy
Richmond
10. Aurthur Faulkner and
Elizabeth Dixon
So until next week this, is
Monica Bean and Debra
Harrison saying "BE
COOL!"

Lane's choir
singing Sunday
The Lane College Concert
Choir of Jackson. Tenn., will
be presented during a program to be given at Mt.
Olive CME Cathedral on
Sunday, Feb. 28, at 7 p.m.
The public is Invited.
The Rev. T.C. Lightfoot,
Jr., is minister of the
church
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By CARLOTTA WATSON
Counselor
Musing: It is not a sin
to fall . . . but it is a
disgrace not to try.
SELECTED
Dear Carlotta:
What can I do? I have
tried to see my children
through their glasses. I
have tried agreeing with
them. I am trying to rear
them modern, although that
is not the way I was brought
up. I have tried to give
them everything I did not
have. So many problems
arise with the parents, we
are wondering just how
to rear our children successfully. Where are we
making our
mistake?
I
don't know whether my children are on dope or not. I
am almost -afraid to ask
them. Bewildered Parent.
Dear Bewildered: . When
you read this, I don't know
whether my popularity will
go down both With parents
and children. To answer
you will take more than
'three little words.' I am
going to try to discuss the
problem in three parts.
First, if child rearing is
to be successful, it must
be done in the present and

tion to - make your:rules
stick, at bome.'
In a world of drugs
drop-outs and reSentment
between g is nerations, fa
them and mothers must
discuss the problems
to face the children. You
mint also reach some sor
of parental consensus oil
how to deal with problem,
before they are created.
Any parent who is taken
by s u r prise when th,
drug issue comes up i
ill-prepared f o r r e army
the children. And when yin
hear, "everybody's doins
It
from your youngster
you are a parent must
stick to, your "No's." Foi
if you don't have thi
courage of your convictiore
from
the beginning
you
can hardly fault your chil
dren for their inability to
say , NO to their' peers
when the chips are
NEXT' WEEK: WHY
UT
TEEN-AGERS HAVE'TURN
ED OUT TO BE S ()
TROUBLED.

not as yo- were reared.
In the past, ehild rearing
meant the passing down of
tradition from one generation to .the next. At the
center ot the proceedings
stood the mother. Both the
tradition and the mother
have changed. '
Today, we 'oust incorporate the new feelings
about values as well as
the evolving role of modern mothers. The child
rearing Process exists to
help your family individually
and
co llectively
in the
present day. Dealing with
values first, we see total
confusion.
Bewildering c r oss currents, keep parents from
knowing w h at rules to
make for their children,
let alone how to enforce
them.
Today we are experienc- staiessessmrsosws 5.
ing the fatest breakdown
of absolute standards of
right and wrong in Amerdcan history. In this sea of
social change, the family
must remain an island ol
order. Yet you as parents
have a duty to determine
what is right and wrong
for for your own family,
and you have the obliga-

Buy U.S.

Savings____
Bonds

HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS,

re your very best buy in Memphis':
Baked in Memphis by ktin,Phlons
...rush•d rushed dolly to your Sly
Nov.'s, Knott sup•rmark•t for
,maximum fresliness
wouplaVikrna:

274
BREAD
BROWN N SERVE
274
ROLLS
Hogue & Knott
17 to Package

Tasty 01 Chicasaw
Tray Pack

Fiesh Cut Chicken

Bacon

lb.

490 Breast
11,19

39c

Thighs Ih.

49C

ubon

F iesh

Led
Spinach

Pork Liver

10 oz. Boxl0

Kelly

Chili *Beans

55c

Beef
Steaks

24 oz. Can
Log Cabin
Maple-Honey

Syrup

24 oz.

49

Mr Spud
Clear, Red,
Washington

10 lb. bag.

Potatoes

U.S.D.A. Choice Testender

39c

First Prize.

Salad Dressing

39,

1.19

Sirloin

lb S

T Boiw

1h. S 1.19

Ripe red slices tray of 6
Dub on

Peas 81 Carrots Tomatoes

2o 29c
io
oz. Box

Pet Ritz

. . Pie Shells

2 25c :
9 in for

39c

Washington state Delicious

Red
Apples

Small size

Doz.

49C

Chef Way Pure Vegetable

Shortening
4? oz. 69C

HOGUE & KNOTT
1378 HOLLYWOOD
3511 PARK

3384 N. THOMAS

4321 SUMMER
913 SO THIRD
3362 SUMMER

1578 LAMAR

Open Sundays for For Your Shopping Convenience 9 AM.to 1 P M
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Primarily For and About Women
Contempora
By
111iNTOKI SCHALK JOHNSON=

ERMA LEE
LAWS

Women's Editor
"Marvel ... The ignorant man marvels at the
exceptional; the wise man marvels at the common:
the greatest wonder of all is the regularity of nature."
(. I). Boardman
BABY NEWS. . .The Milton Buchfields. The Second, are the proud parents of a baby boy . . . Milton
111. who made his appearance at Baptist Hospital
recently. The proud parents are both school teachers.
COTERIE BREEZE . .. It's fashion time again
for you and the Rubaiyats. Inc., and when they met
recently with Carol (Mrs. Alvin) King and Norma
Mirbs as hostess this was top priority on the agenda.
:Making interesting addition to the plans for the
fashion show which will be held Sunday March 7, in
the poliday Theatre for the benefit of blind adults who
attelid Adult Basic Education Classes ... the RubaiyatS provide transportation for the group) were Lavonia (Mrs. Clifford) Deberry, Clara (Mrs. Sylvester)
Fora, Lois (Mrs. Clifford) Stockton, Carol (Mrs. Otis)
Higgs, Doris Buchanan, Helen Greene. Betty (Mrs. Elbert):Payne. and Hazel (Mrs. Ned) Sims.
'51111 more making exciting plans were Clara Parker, Lorene (Mrs. Isom) Buford. Gloria (Mrs. Witliam):Ward, Emma (Mrs. C.C.) Primous, Anne (Mrs.
A. C.) Curtis and Jewel (Mrs. Ike) Walker.
Leath (Mrs. Peter) Jones rolled out the welcome
mat of hospitality to the members of Park Manor
Garden Club recently at her well appointed home on
Pillow which will be blossoming wildly with all sorts
of flowers . .. an epicureans' delight!
Listening for pointers on gardens were Orphelia
Josie Flowers, Rubye Gadison, the
Byas,
president: Ida Mae Lockard, Elise Mason, Rita Olive,
Jeanette Powell, Jeanne Ricard. Dorothy Westbrooks,
and Lula Wilson.
Guesting were Alma Booth. Celia Chaplin. Claudia
Foster. Jewel Hulbert. Annie Mae Jones, Mary Lewis,
Saga Ray. Aubrey Turner, Cora Smith, and Minnie
MrtrWorxls

NEW PIVOTS to be installed during the April 9-11 week-end,
chats with two members of the National hoard, in Atlanta.
Ga. This marks the first Pivot chapter to be admitted to the
circle in the South. Shown above discussing the particulars
of the forthcoming event are limn left Steering committee
members Mesdanles Joseph T. Bickers, wife of Real Estate
Broker; Eddie Lomax, wife of industrial chemist, Jerome P.

Pivots add Atlanta chapter to list
ATLANTA, Ga. — The
national,
Inc. a
Pivots
social distaff organization
with select affiliated chapters located in principal
cities on the East Coast

A former Memphian, Miss
Lawanda Hicks, was recently crowned Basketball
Homecoming Queen at a
nearly a It - white college
at Orwell, Ohio. It marked
the first time that the
honor went to a black girl
in the history of the school.

Wm.

lOOKYOUNER
get

LICK BLAC
YOUR DRUGGIST

of the 'year in the home
of Mrs. Irma Franklin and
elected officers for 1971.
The officers include Mrs.
Bertha Buckles, president:
Cunningham.
Willie
NIrs.
vite president: Mrs. Corene M c Williams. secretary; Mrs. Clvtee Lewis.
Mrs.
assistant
secretary:
Mary Hamer. treasurer:
1Irs. Irma Franklin. ser..:uant-at-arrns: Mrs. Azzie
L. Dillihunt, business manMrs. Lucille
ager, and
Gill. reporter.

Her parents are Mr. and
Mrs. Wallace H. Hick of
Orwell.
Hicks is a graduate of
Booker T. Washington high
school, Mrs. Hicks. the former Miss Maxine Watson.
high
attended
Woodstock
school.

gaiety and excitement is
scheduled when the formal
installation opens with a
"Get-Acquainted P-A-N-T-SSoiree on Friday evening
underApril 9 on the
groud. Mcditerraneal level
of the palatial, suburban
residence of Industrial Chemist and Mrs. Eddie Lomax
on Harlan Road.
On Satuday. April 10, at
high noon the installation cea 0 d Polynesian.
remony
Buffet I.uncheon will be
the
with
accentuated
"Moon Walk- told in drama
downtown
city's
at ,.the
quaint, c a thedral Abbey
Restaurant on W. Peachtree
st.
The elegant Matador Ballroom of Pasel-al's swank
Hunter
Motel on
Motor
Street will be the locale
for the Gond Installation
Formal and Stage Show
from ten o in. until on
Saturday. April 10.

Miss Hicks was competing for the title with four
other girls in her senior
class. Every student in
the school cast his vote,
and Miss Hicks was the
winning favorite.

Club elects 1971 officers

MAKES YOU LOOK
OLDER THAN YOU ARE

and Canada recently fi•
nalized plans for induction
of a new ,..hapter in Atlanta. Georgia, April 9,
10, II, 1971.
A montage of glitter.

Ohio College crowns
first black queen

WM.

1emberS of the South
2tuntgoinery Block Club
Aeld their first meetimg

Jones, National president, Cleveland, Ohio; William W. Stewart, wife of physician; Harold Keith, Executive Board
member, Mashington, D. C. Emmet J. Ashley, wife of proprietor of Ashley's Veterinarian hospital and William
1Iexander, wife of an attorney and a member of Georgia
House of Representatives.

"This is the day which the LORD has made; let
us rejoice and be glad in it."
a a a
It is so easy to get off on the wrong track in our
prayers and demands of God. How , often we have
said to ourselves, "Lord, make our tomorrow lovely
and successful, without any gloom or disaster—. . ."
Why do we ask about tomorrow when we're in the
It
middle of a perfectly good day. The first thing
know, we'll be waiting for tomorrow to come so We
can start to live! TODAY is THE day. Today is the
day that makes you feel beloved and successful and
cherished . . . Today is the day that We understand God's divine law . . . and give Thanksgidhg
for as we breathe. Don't pin your thoughts and prayday is the only day we know and can live in. Today
vanishes too swiftly ti3 try iind hold it ... its beauty
fades as you watch it go down the drain.

LAWANDA HICKS

In the accompanying picture, five Pivots-elect, go
over installation plans with
Mrs. Jerome P. Jones cd
"111114,11,0`fr
•'t 4.'

Last week was the Week That Wuz . . . excitrig
things happened . . . (within 24 hours, we werejn
New York to help launch with our Beaux Arts bali
spirit, this year's amazing presentation . . . and the
next night we presided over the 80th annual birthday
dinner of the Pittsburgh Women's Press Club as president . . . the way things used to happen when we
were younger and gayer. Twas scrumptious and beautiful and oh-so-young! For the Second Time We Won
the Mary Shine Award for the best features submitted to the Women's ress Club judges! And for
the first time, we presided at our first Birithday Party
as president of the club. Imagine! presiding over
that handsome dining salon in the Duquesne club,
The Correspondent Com- filled with news--hens, their mates and friends . . .

Cleveland, national president of the Pivots, and Mrs
Harold Keith of Washington, D.C., a member of
the Pivots Executive Board.
The out-of-towners visited
before the new
Atlanta
chapter was voted on.

Pentecostal's

choir to sing
at Friendship

mittee of Friendship Baptist
Church at 1355 Vollentine
will present the Pentecostal
Temple Sanctuary Choir in
concert on Sunday, March 7,
at 3 p.m., the public is invited to come out and enjoy
the afternoon of song.

Kap Monahan, retired now from newspaper work,
was the speaker and did a whale of a job! Oh what
a night!

T.K. Franklin is chairman
of the -program.

New York and the magic of preparations for the
Urban League Guilds' Beaux Arts Ball! Sharing the
plane was Walter Jackson, Gulf Oil staffer, who was
representing (charmingly) the Pittsburgh-based oil
Corporation. Good to be at the Waldorf-Astoria again
. . and to wiggle the old toes in the deep plush of
the rich red carpets .
Joined by Thomasina Norford. the three of ns
dined in the Empire Room . . . missed hearing Della
Reese (she was wailing) and had champagne with
The Mollie Moon . . . who had just moved into her
famous 16th floor suite. How enchanting to see R—tifh
Ramsey of Philadelphia who was guesting with Mol. Ruth, a beautiful child, is still the gal Most
lie
guys would want to be marooned with on a lovely
desert island!
Fun to hear Mollie getting settled in the familiar
gold and crimson suite . . . and popping the cork
on her favorite champagne . . Mollie looks magnificent . . .

Wigsby Mon-Claire
Open Monday Thru Saturday 9:30 a.m. 5:30,p.m.(Except Holidays)

WASH & WEAR Tapered Wig $5.95

THE STEERING COMMITTEE of Sigma
Gamma Rho Sorority finalise plans for the
second annual Mademoiselle Luncheon to be
held at the Luau Restaurant on Poplar sn
Saturday, march 27. at 12 noon. Co-chairmen are seated at left, Mrs. Frances Flagg
and Mrs. Mary Perkins. second from right.
Other members of the committee shown
standing from left are Mrs. Erma Jacox.

Elaine Light of Punxatawney. was in charge of
the Mary Shine Award and presented the piece' Of
Steuben glass that is the constant award.

Bishop J.O. Patterson Sr.,
is minister of Pentecostal
Temple, and the Rev. W.A.
Suggs is pastor of Friendship Baptist Church,

The student's grandparMrs.
Mr. and
ents are
Cleve Hicks of 1501 Wilson
is
Hicks.
An
Earl
uncle,
St.
Tennessee
student at
a
State liniversity.

100% Human Hair
Tapered Wigs $7.95

Including Jenetta Jean, former art critic for. the
PG, who won the first award given by the worgeai
press . . .
'

Mrs. Bernice Fowler, Mrs. Germaine 'Nerdwether, Mrs. Eldora Amos. This year's proceeds will go to St. Jude Hospital and for
scholarships. Mrs. Ethel Watkins is president of Omicron Chapter; Mrs. Arvelia E.
Harris, president at LeMoyne-Owen; Miss
I.inda Jones, president at Memphis State
University. (Photo by McChristonl

o'HAID41 WITH HEAT-CUFIED 'TOBACCOS

Discover 100% fresh-Mr-cured tobaccos
0

5**

Lunch, • entertaining the "Younger than Springtime" Girl, Mary Richardson who slithered in up
to her knees in boots . . . all buckled and toasty
warm . . . we hearsed and rehearsed her trip to
Europe where she visited tt former Broadway arid
concert Ann Brown. . .
Talked at length with Angie (Mrs. Alan) Dingle,
long time friend who has been ailing for the fit
time in her healthy life . . . Now that we look back,
New York and its exciting scenery has become all
mangled with the Pittsburgh delight . . . When we
first heard that the Beaux Arts Ball and the 80th
Press Club dinner were clashing, we swooned . . .
but things eased into place and ...
*

*

*

Our Women's Press Club dinners, always a sumptupus, affair, was at the top of the ladder this year.
.
ft was like a cozy intimate party for 84 friends
Our dinner chairman, Veronique Volpe, of the
handsome eyes and gentle manner, was a powerful "arranger" . . . and naturally our program chairman, vivacious, bubbling Zora Unkovich never lets
us down in the entertainment department. Then how
could we not bow in grateful appreciation to Gordon
Faxon Flagg, the new president of the Board of Directors of St. Francis Hospital . . . It is his delight
to make all of us lucky newswomen, very very
happy on our birthdate . . Valentine Day.

SK ABOUT THE FREE GIFT WITH EACH PURCHASE
Long Fall
Afro Wig
—

$16.95
London Shag $24.95

$16.95
Wiglets $3.95

L.
••••

111.

11=2:=111111=1.10=32=1111:
Expert Styling 350
14 North Main(DOWNSTAJRS)527-3619

America's first Made-for-Menthol blend

Wonderful to have our vice-president Maxine
Schoyer on hand . . . and lovely lovely Frances Welker
and her darling sister Cora . . . Anna B. Shuman
and Agnes Starrett and Ann Zurosky . . . and sweetheart Esther Elias who was presented a gift from
"us girls" . . . Nancy Longnecker and Isobel McGregor and Fannie Davis . . . it was simply beautiful!

`it
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Memorial scholarship goes
to Jackson State students
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MISS JUBILAIRRE CONTESTANTS" for 1971 got together for this
photoaOh. Seated from left are Sophia F. Brown, Carolyn
C. Young, Ann C.
aw, Wilma D. Johnson vud Mae Jeanette Seawood. Standing
order
e Sandra I. Price, committee member of the Jubilairres; same
Deborah A.

STARKSVILLE, Miss. —
An, eight-page in etrscnetering around the black
man and appearing in the
campus newspaper at
Mississippi S t ate university is believed to have
caused the editor his job.
The editor of the Reflector... Grady "Foots" Thurman of Memphis, Tenn.,

was accused of Journalistic irres ponsibility and
faces possible impeachment by the Student Senate.
The University's. Board
of Publications met after
Thurman refused to resign
his post under pressure from
the MSU Senate.
Publication Board Chairman William Simmons said

oca-Cola aids
lack Students

NEW YORK — The CocaCola Company in 1971 will
add eleven new students
to its program of supplementary scholarships for
black youth. The eleven
new students will bring to
37 the number of students
who have entered college
with t h e awards since
1969. The Company has
announced that the program
would continue in 1972.
According to Harold Hamilton, Acting Manager , of
the Market Development
Department of Coca-Cola
USA, the scholarships
are awarded to graduating
high school seniors on the
basis A financial need and
academic standing. They
are valued at $1,500 each.

FOR SALE BY
U. S. GOVERNMENT
VETERANS
ADMINISTRATION
6 East Dempster
$11,200.00
rooms, 1 bath, FR $200 Down
601,owell Street
$14.95000
oom, I bath, AlurnISS250 Down
45 R melte
$1 3,950.00
owns, I bath, BIV S250 Down
$17,250
94 LaPaloma
moms, 2 baths, AsbISS.250Down
$10,250
3 Keel Avenue
rooms, 2 baths, FR IWIS
No Down Payment
798 iendale
$14250
ly0MS. 3W bath, Stucco/BV
$250 Down
84 Rochester
$10. 750
rooms, I bath, Ash No Down
Payment

1
2 'X, Loans Available
term, 7/
See A Ily Broker

The program was set up
to assist the scholarship
programs of participating
organizations, which seek
out and nominate students.
Also, it was designed to
assist students in securing
educational c o on seling
through the National Scholarship Service and Fund
for Negro Students, which
administers the program.
The participating organizations are the Alpha Phi
Alpha Frat ernity, Elks
(IBPOEW).
National
Council of Negro Women.
NAACP, National Dental
Association, National Medical Association, National
Newspaper Publishers
Association, 0 m ega Psi
Phi F r eternity, Shriners
(A.E.A.O.N.M.S), and The
United Negro College
Fund.
Students interested in the
1972 aWards should apply
through local chapters of
these organizations prior
to October, 1971.

the Board adopted a resolution u r ging the Senate
to r e a dive the dispute
so that the campus newspaper could go back into
operation, but recommended i.o course of action.
The campus Senate, during an earlier meeting
accused Thurman of the
"obvious neglect" of
journalistic r e sponsibilities
and established a committee
to study the "reflector
editorship and staff" prior
to the spring elections. The
group asked Thurman to
resign.
Tnurman, in California
for a meeting, passed the
word through other Reflector staff members that he
would not resign unless requested to do by University

President Dr. William
Giles.
The Reflector office was
ordered o fficially closed
by the Senate, but staff
members of the newspaper
gathered there and began
collecting signatures to a
petition suppo rting the
resumption of the publication of the Reflector under
its duly-elected editor."
Student Association President Charles Yosie said
that m a t erial published
in recent editions of the
Reflector had jeopardized
the job of Giles, who had
come under fire from some
members of the state college board and state legislators for defending "freedom of expression" on the
campus.
While Yoste did not spe-

MOVING?
For Complete .
Quality Service, Local .
Long Distant and •
Storage,
CALL 527-2591 FOR
FREE ESTIMATES
E-Z Storage & Van Co.
493 S. Moin St.

It is the second time in
recent months the paper
had come under fire. A
controversy arose . last fall
over the reprint of a threeyeanold "god is dead"
editorial.

GATLIN

R. 0. KINKLI

OPEN 2A1 OIN

612-1661
351-4515

• 2574 LAMAR

743-5370

• 4255 HWY. SI SOUTH

396-0995

ALL FRIGIDAIRE APPLIANCES CARRY 5 YEAR
NATIONWIDE FACTORY WARRANTY

Call
Tennessee Driving School
BR 5-3600

1620 MADISON

CLOSEDSUNDAY
•
•

sold !ct

Fresh ground
31b. pkg. or more
Kleenex Facial

Regular

lb

3-Limit

59*

Tissue

!lir a d
Jrd c.• ,r
derv, ,

P,tel i,SC f10011.

oh, ioe

Feb. 17 .11,clniehi thro

to Oho(

Quantities. NonS

Del-Write Early Garden

Green Peas

17oz, 250

bet Monte Early Whole Kernel

280 ct.

3/1.00
Libby's Sliced In Butter

6-total Limit
Morton Frozen
Beef Chicken or Turkey
8 or.

Meat Pies 2/29c
Del-Monte
Pineapple Grapefruit

DIANA EXPECTING? — That's what west mast Chronicle
columnist Bill Lane column-itemed when quoting a Hollywood source that ". . . newlywed Diana Ross already has
designer Boc Mackie letting out the waistbands on her
gowns . ." The popular Motown singer, who married
publicisl Robert Silberstein in a private Las Vegas ceremony
last month, has been unavailable for comment since the
surprise nupitals.

3 Limit
46 oz. Can

MN:61611TH II 16 6 to. h.

Frost-Proof
with 154-lb. sir. fr

OW-DIP

Frigidoires

$29995

Frigidaire!
Flowing Root

DRYER

Frigidaire Dishmobile
loads easy,
cleans like crazy!
• Slanted top design lowers
front opening, makes loading
a snap • Super.Surge washing action—needs little or no
pre-rinsing • 4 Cycles—including Plate Warmer.

Frigidaire!

Fred Montesi Country Style

Pork
Drink Juice 25C Sausage
Argo Sweet Peas or
21b. bag.
73C
Green
6-Total Limit 16 oz. Can
Lima Beans2/290
Fred Montesi
Del-Monte Family Size
Franks
Big 26 or. Btl.
Catsup 3-Limit 29c

Eggs

L I. GATLIN MIL

• 3116 THOMAS (HWY. 51 N.)

It You Have Any Trouble What se over
In Getting Driver licensir

Be sure to save your Cash Register Receipts
$6,000 per week available for your favorite charity'

Co.

• 5237 POPLAR

0

LEARN TO DRIVE

EAST

2-Ctn. Limit
16 oz. Btls. Plus Dep.

8/594

Fred Montesi
Grade A Largo

314-4406

•
•
•
•
•

MOST COMPLETE
SUPER MARKETS
SOUTH
MIDTOWN

Drinks

• 3431 SUMMER

176 & 178 REALE STREET JA 6-5300

KID-SOUTH'S FINEST

Double Colas

APPLIANCE

LOAN UFFUCE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

5014 POPLAR (AT MENDENHALL)

NOTICE TO BIDDERS
Failure to receive Federal 'Miniinum Salary and Wage Rates has
posiponed the receiving and
opening of bids for the addition
to the Memphis Housing Authority Central Office Building, 700
Adams Avenue, Memphis, Tennessee. Bids will be received 2:30
p.m., CST, March 11, 1971, at
700 Adams Avenue and publicly
opened and read aloud.
MEMPHIS
HOUSING AUTHORITY
Orelle Ledbetter
Secretary

cifically state what material had appeared, the
action followed an eightpage insert "Black Man
Burden" publ ished last
week. The insert contained
"Colored Spade," a song
from the musical "Hair"
which contained an obscene word.

1232 E. SHELBY DRIVE
(WHITEHAVEN)

WILSON'S

Chitter
lings

Sacramento

Oscar Mayer

Fred Montesi

Mayonnaise
Sweet Sue

48 oz. Can

Chicken Dumplings

89C

Duncan Hines

Do, 39c

io lb Pail

2.78

Ham
Slices
Flour 5 Lb. Bag. 4910 Center Cut lb. 89
Fred Montesi

Brownie Mix

23 or, Box

65c

& C French Fried

Onion Rings

Grade "A"

Sliced
Bacon
Thick or reg. lb
51*
44r211b. pkg. 99(0

Hen
Turkeys
10 to 161bs.
2 Limit

Lb.

374p

Jet Action 1.111
taod.1 WAS

DOMINO PURE CANE

WASHER

199"
lay is Aces
Csmsiest Pap PM
All 5 STORRS OPEN DAILY II A.M.-9 P.M

Ars,srawen.

Johnson. Emma Turner, Johnnie M. McDonald, Claritha H. Bennie, Pamela
R. Venson, Novella M. Brown, Bessie Nelson and Kathleen McCoy. Contesti.nts not on picture are Wanda Y. Blair, Pearline manning, Brenda L.
Williams and Gwendolyn Johnson.

Editor loses post over article

ANYONE CAN BUY

,tays a sumper this year.
friends .. .

Amounting to $500 each,
the scholarships are named
for James Earl Green and
Phillip L a f ayette Gibbs,
the two young men who
were killed at the Jackson,
Mississippi e a m pus last
May.
The Green scholarship,
for study in Ghana, as a
participant in the Forum's
annual s t udy-in Africa
program, goes to Denoral
Davis. Receiving the Gibbs
scholarship for s i milar
study in Nigeria is Earl
Hendrix. M r . Davis is
majoring i n h istory at
Jackson State and Mr.
Hendrix in art.
Dr. I. i n coin, professor
of sociology and religion,
at Union Theological Seminary, announced the scholarships in giving the keynote address for a fourday N a tional Evaluative
Conference in Black Studies,
sponsored by the Institute
for the Study of History.
Life, and Culture of Black
People. The C onference
began Wednesday and will
end at noon Saturday.
The pro gr ams undei
which Mr. Davis and Mr.'
Hendrix will 'study will
begin in early July and.
end in early August. In
addition to receiving instruction from leading west.
African scholars, partici-

ticipated in the Forum=
on-the-scene study gr=
grams. About • 200 aim
are expected to take peat
this suer.

r
TrilAN'S

NO DISCRIMINATION

Alan) Dingle,
for the first
ye look back,
3 become all
. . When we
3nd the 80th
wooned . . .

pants will make numerous
field trips to historical
sites in each country.
The two scholarships were
limited to Jackson State
students, but others wishing to participate in the
American For urn's 1971
programs may obtain information b y contacting
the non-profit organization's
office at 86 Forsyth Street,
N.W., A tla nta, Georgia
30303. The Forum's Executive Director is Dr. Melvin D r immer, Professor
of 11 i story at Spelman
College.
In the past three years
some 500 Americans, many
of them already teaching
African studies, have par-

Scholarships f o r study
in Africa were awarded today
by the American Fourm
for International Study in
the names of two young
Black men who were killed at Jackson State College
The two scholarships —
one for study in Ghana and
the other for study in
Nigeria — were announced
in an address at Jackson
State t h is morning by
Dr. C. Eric Lincoln, President o f t he American
Forum.

Closed Sunday

SUGAR

5 lb. Bag

With this coupon
▪ and 5.00 additional put,
chase excluding/41100f coupon msrthandiss (fresti mulE products anti-Frauds and
tobacco excluded in compliance with state
iawy. Coupon
Wee, Noon March 3rd
1971.
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Sports Horizon Memphian jumps to
top 10 rebounders

• By BILL LITTLE
Memphis Stale climbed
-back on cloud nine after
crucial Miss ouri Valley
:victories over Bradley and
*St. Louis last went The
'.:*.ligera defeated the Braves
01 Bradley for the first
-time in Peoria last Thurs7,day to stay in the MU'
race. They moved into see-ond place after knoekim:
..off the visiting Billikens
.last Saturday night before
• 11.103 in the Mid -South
Coliseum,
After swamping Bradley
at home earlier MSU came
away with a 73-70 win
for the Tigers' second consecutive win on the road.
—Against St. Louis Memphis
much
:'State didn't play
better t It an when they
lost to the Bills a few
weeks ago. However. this
• time Jim Irving, who scored 22 in the win over the
Tigers, was held to 9 by a
great defensive job turned
in by Jimmy Douglass. Nine
was the key number or the
Nashville senior as his pair
of free throws with nine
seconds left on the clock
sewed the ga ac ii tor the

Douglass finished
with 16 points to lead all
scores.

Tigers.

Coach Gene Bartow had
to sweat out the pressure
game made more difficult his
hear by 23 MSU miscues
and late, foul _trouble to
Larry Finch and Don Holcomb. R o n nie Robinson
grabbed 23 rebounds to
help gike the Tigers tht.
lead in that department.
Robinson, who set a school
record this season with 24
loose ball earoms against
North Texas State, teamed with 6.1n Holcomb to account for 35 of MSU's rehound total. Finch with 14
and Fred Horton with It
were the additional double
figures point producers
for the Tigers.

Memphis State, 7-4 in the
conference, is only one
game behind Louisville and
now is in the running for
both a NCAA bid and NIT
consideration. The Tigers
play Tulsa Thursday night
n d Wichita State Saturday a fterno oon. Both
games are slated for the
Mid-South Coliseum.

WORLD-7S HEAVYWEIGHT CHAMPIONSHIP

JOE FRAZIER
vs
MUHAMMAD ALI
There will be one champion and only one chompon
rom Madlson Square Garden

Ctosed orcuit re4,s'on

NO LIVE OR DELAYED HOME TELEVISION

Auditorium North & South Halls
Tickets now on Sole
$12.50 $10.00 $8.00
GOLDSMITH'S
CENTRAL TICKET OFFICE

TUSCALOOSA. Al a. —
His p r ematurely balding
pate earns him a lot of
good-natured kidding from
his Stillman College teammates — the main sobri
quet being "old man"but it doesn't bother Leo
ward Thomas who keep.
jumping his way higher in
to the nation's top tO re
bounders in collegiate ba,
ketball.
Although slowed by an
ankle injury which forced
him to sit out three games,
the friendly, easy-going 22year-old, 6'5" sophomore
ranks sixth in the nation
in rebounds, with a 21.7
average per game. lie's
also a vera ging nearly 14
points a game. In his last
two outings. Thomas has
pulled in 59 rebounds — an •
average of almost 30 per
game. A g ainst Tuskegee
Institute he managed 27 re t
bounds, and four hight,
later against Miles college
he pulled in 32.
His dedply receded hairline brings him a great
deal of teasing — especially from the team.
Breaking, into a grin.
Thomas admitted that he
takes a lot of kidding in
practice about being "too
old to play," and in pregame warmups when teammates rib him about slowing down, "or you'll tic
too tired to play before
the games starts."
"I have an uncle who
my family tells me was
bald when he was 113
Thomas said.
His actions on the basketball court are not going
unnoticed. At least one
pro team already has an
eye on him.
Thomas, who skipped a
grade in junior high, graduated from high school in
Memphis, Tenn., at the
age of 16. He came to Stillman with a friend who
was being given a chance
to tryout for the team.
"I was in the gymnasium
and they were one man
short having enough for a
scrimmage. The Coach told
me I could fill in, and after
the scrimmage he came
over, talked to me
and offered me a scholarship," Thomas said.
A few months later
Thomas joined
the
Air
Force where he kept up an
interest in basketabll that
began when he was 9. He
was named to the All-

Hamilton has waited a
long time to wrap up its
first city basketball championship so the Wildcats
look s p ecial delight iii
whipping Melrose for the
local crown before an estimated crowd of over 8,000
last Friday night in the Mid'
South Coliseum.
Melrose was shooting rf o r
its third consecutive city
title before getting knocked off by undefeated Hamilton. Melrose downed Manas,as for the top spot last
...car, Coach Verties Sails'
first year at helm. Sails
replaced W Main Collins
who moven to Tech.
The II a ru it ton press,
known to be leaky on occasions, was die key factor in this 724,8 conquest
over Melrose. Coach Lloyd

201,,[emu..ie•revre
.11*,t.rt turn.,, Marl,, 001 P,OduCqn

The Great White Hope
'ilarring James Earl Jones. Jane Aleaantie,
.0[1.H., b. awe,. Lornar, P,Kt.1 5r Majr.n ON,
WSW
.40•Mb
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TOP VALUE STAMPS!
PUNCH

FLORIDA

4U.S. CHOICE TENOERAY

ORANGES

DETERGENT CHUCK ROAS

LEONARD THOMAS
Air Force team and during his final year in sore'ice, he was selected for
the All-Service team of
stars to travel overseas
playing basketball.
After his discharge, the
young man who now calls
Detroit, M i c h., "home"
came
back
to Stillman
and in his first year of
regular play with the Stillman team has become a
crowd f a vorite. Thomas'
father. William J. Thomas, still resides in Memphis.
Thomas says the key to
good rebounding is in
timing. "If you know when
a man is going to shoot
and the distance from which
he is shooting you can time
yourself as to when to
jump.'

lii iii,. is a
rced tol
make his move i the ptes-p
sure defense after Melrose
jumped off to a 13-S first
quarter lead. The Orange
Mounders came out for
the tip-off fired tip and
showed little regard for undefeated mitt third ranked
Hamilton. Melrose was
bent on revenge for the
shellacking the ;olden Wildcats took early in the season at Hamilton.
Melrose had trouble getting the hall down court
despite a reputation for
being good hall handlers.
On two instances Melrose's
.Ia rites Thompson. usually
cool under fire, couldn't
tind the handle on passes sent his Way after the
senior sharpshooters nad
slipped under the basket.
With their big second,
miarter push. whieh netted
them 22 points. Hamilton
cut the deficit to 30-33
at halftime. Hamilton worked its press closer to the
Melrose goal to :4 ahead
briefly 1.1-nt the Golden
'Cats held on and went
out front 46-41 going into
the final eight minutes. At.
this point Hamilton went
on a scoring 'ninge, ripping.
off 17 points to a lone Melrose field noal. Melrose •
fought h a c k from being
10 down to Within one,
65-66, with less than two
minutes rein aming. Hamilton managed to hang on
for victory number 28 without a loss after some reckless play in the waning!
seconds.
Steady Clint jackson led
Hamilton with 28 points
with good support Coming
from •Robert Newman
with
15, Marcellus with
13, and Hubert Flowers
with 10. Thompson threw
in 19 points to keep Melrose
in the thick of things. liam.
ilton and Melrose could renew their ifeud this week in
the District 32 tourney being
held at Wooddale. Melrose
advanced to the city finals
after downing Manassas
while Lester proved no,
match for Hamilton in itai
first round game.
Lester was a 08-1:0 winner over Manassas in the
battle for the coahlation
prize. Hamilton also won
the B title with a ' 65-37
thrashing of Mitchell.

a. 0 -1,--11170,100.107-110-1, •

or Florida Grapefruit

Center-Cut

5-1b. bag

U.S. CHOICE TENDERAY

RED

3-lbs. 1-oz.. pkg.

POTATOES

99t
20-1b. bag

Boneless Roast

FORTIFFED MEL-O.SOFT

FINEST QUALITY

BREAD

HAMBURGER

99

Hamilton: wins

"Hate,hot and bitter,
flooding every frame
—transmutes a
stricken life into a
smashing film. James
Earl Jones glistens
as the go-to-hell
fighter whose night
life and white mistress
infuriates mass
America." Gene Shall,Look Magavne

41.. •
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Will Give You More Food for
Less Money. . .and you'll still get

3 Lb. Pkg.

PACIFIC ISLE

WASHINGTON STATE RED
DELICIOUS

WHOLE PORK

PINEAPPLE

APPLES

SHOULDER

KROGER

FRYING

FLOUR

CHICKEN

BONUS COUPON

Plain Jr Sell-Rising,

49.

lb.

29t

FOR EXTRA

Family Pak Mixed Parts

5-lb. bag

)
1

TOP VALUE
STAMPS

i
with 2 pkgs.
50 Country
Oven Cook,es
1O-oz. iers
50 with-two
Kro Jelly
twp jars
50 Krorr4Olives

KRAFT

1
.
1"Cirahams Or Saltines

MAYONNAISE

594

TOP VALUE
STAMPS

41•1••

owe

-with this
coupon and

at,
50COuntry Oven Donuts
with any pkg. of
25Sea Pak Seafood
two pkgs.
50
Breakfast Pork Chops
,

eTe

with two pkgs. Fryer Breast,'
to• Legs or Thi_ghs
h an B z
Pi-oz.-Ric-We
'N't
y -o•Meat
Sliced Lunch
11
with 2.1bs. or morn Ground
Chuck, Round or Chcf.Snarl
with 39r Or TOre

PEPSI.
—
P PEPPER..
?AP or COKES
6-oz. or 10 oz. bottle
41,11c-k $
ctns.

25

(50

25 Bananas
1 2
5 with 5-lbs. Potatoes
Potatoes
9c with 3.1bs.
)
I
aim
,Onions

GNP
11•11.

I

Limit one,

api-s

3141111.

s

Lettuce

$5.00 additional purchase,
excluding tobacco and
fresh or frozen milk
rei
Products.
Good thru Tues., Mar.
rat
Wilt one,

13

9c Wti)
-2--heads

with this coupon anO

$5,00 purchase, .
excluding tobacco and
fresh or fro,eri milk
reoduataind in additidh to any other purchase
requirements.
Good thru p es., Mar. 2

2

)
i0aN
K.'rto ar V-oazrUlla Extra t
pi.. with two Goldcrest C oco- 6
late-Covered Candy
with two pkgs.

COUPON

100 EXTRA

EXP.:17/i it

ntiwIth two 1 db. pkgs.

(

pkgs.
25 with
Holland Bulbs
with 0
5r0-bs
50 Peat ph.egn'un„

roe
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